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Abstrakt 

 

Název práce: Vliv bulvárního tisku na sportovní zpravodajství v Česku a USA 

Jméno a příjmení: Radim Zapletalík 

Katedra: Katedra anglistiky a amerikanistiky 

Vedoucí práce: Mgr. Ondřej Molnár, Ph.D. 

Počet stran: 99  

Počet znaků: 105 756  

 

Tato diplomová práce se zabývá bulvarizací sportovního zpravodajství v Česku a 

USA. V první řadě jsou definovány způsoby bulvarizace, které jsou součástí 

teoretické části této diplomové práce. Další část představuje samotný výzkum a 

popisuje kvantitativní obsahovou analýzu, kódovací jednotku, výzkumné otázky a 

kódovací postup. V druhé části této diplomové práce jsou představeny výsledky dvou 

kvantitativních obsahových analýz. Výsledky jednotlivých kategorií jsou popsány a 

představeny jednotlivě a poté je představeno srovnání výsledků vzhledem 

k výzkumným otázkám. V poslední části této diplomové práce je nejdříve 

představena metodologie kvalitativní obsahové analýzy a poté je provedena samotná 

analýza, která je zakončena shrnutím výsledků kvalitativní obsahové analýzy. 

 

Klíčová slova: bulvarizace, hard news, soft news, infotainment, kvantitativní 

obsahová analýza, kvalitativní obsahová analýza, sportovní zpravodajství 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Abstract 

 

Thesis: The Influence of Tabloidization on Sport News in the Czech Republic and the 

USA 

Name: Radim Zapletalík 

Department: Department of English and American Studies 

Supervisor: Mgr. Ondřej Molnár, Ph.D. 

Number of pages: 99  

Number of characters: 105 756 

 

This diploma thesis deals with tabloidization in sport news in the Czech Republic and 

the USA. First, the theoretical background surrounding tabloidization is examined 

and specific means of tabloidization are defined. Next part of this thesis defines the 

research itself and the strengths and weaknesses of the quantitative and qualitative 

content analysis are described. After that, the coding unit, the research questions 

and the coding scheme are presented. The second part of this thesis consists of the 

results of two quantitative content analyses. Each means of tabloidization is 

presented and commented on separately and then the results are compared in 

relation to the research questions. The final part of this thesis first presents the 

methodology of the qualitative content analysis and then the analysis itself is 

presented with a summary of the results from the qualitative content analysis at the 

end.  

 

Key words: tabloidization, hard news, soft news, infotainment, quantitative content 

analysis, qualitative content analysis, sport news 
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Introduction 

 

The term “tabloidization” in its most simplistic way refers to a process of 

transformation of newspapers into a tabloid format and the related changes of style in 

journalism connected with the focus on more entertaining and dramatic style of news 

reporting. 

 Tabloidization has been studied extensively over the last few decades in 

studies such as the “Tabloidization of British Tabloids” by Rodrigo Uribe and Barrier 

Gunter (2004) or “From Broadsheet to Tabloid: Content changes in Swedish 

newspaper in the light of a shrunken size” by Ulrika Andersson (2013). These and 

other studies contributed to the ongoing discussion on what extent the traditional 

media has moved away from factual and informative news reporting towards more 

entertaining stories that focus on sensationalism and celebrities. In this thesis, I will 

present a comparative research that will examine and compare the influence of 

tabloidization on sport news reporting in the Czech Republic and the USA. 

 As a representative sample of sport news in the Czech Republic, I have 

chosen Sport as it is the only newspaper that solely focuses on sports and as a 

representative sample from the USA sport news, I have chosen Sports Illustrated as 

it is one of the most read magazines in the USA that reports on wide spectrum of 

sports. 

 In this thesis, I will examine specific means of tabloidization that include the 

preference of soft and home news over hard and foreign news, personalization and 

increase space devoted to visual aspects of a news story. The first part of the 

comparative research will be carried out by two quantitative content analyses and the 

second part will include a qualitative content analysis. The aim of this thesis is to look 

for signs of tabloidization based on the four specific means of tabloidization in order 

to determine whether tabloidization has influenced sport news reporting in the Czech 

Republic and the USA. 

 In the first part of this thesis, I will present a brief history of tabloid journalism 

in the Czech Republic and in the USA in chapter one. The first chapter will cover the 

theoretical part of this thesis that will consist of defining terms such as “tabloid,” 
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“Infotainment” and “tabloidization” and I will discuss specific means of tabloidization. 

The distinction between hard and soft news will be made and I will discuss similar 

studies of tabloidization in order to support my own research. 

 The second chapter focuses on methodology where I will be examining the 

strengths and weaknesses of the quantitative and qualitative content analysis. This 

will be followed by the presentation of the research itself and the definition of the 

coding unit, the research questions and the coding scheme that I will use for the first 

quantitative content analysis. 

 The second part of this thesis will present the results of the two quantitative 

content analyses. The first quantitative content analysis covers all the content in all 

the analyzed versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated and it will be divided into three 

chapters. Chapter three discusses the results of the analysis of the printed version of 

Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sport’s online articles and each category will 

be presented separately and it will be commented on. Chapter four will be identical to 

chapter three with the exception that it will present the results from the printed 

version of Sports Illustrated and its online articles. Chapter five will compare the 

results from all the versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated in relation to the research 

questions.  

The second quantitative content analysis will focus only on title pages. First, 

the methodology for the second research will be presented in chapter six and the 

results of the second research will be presented in chapter seven and they will 

include analyses of title pages of Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports 

Illustrated.  

 The final part of this thesis presents the methodology of the qualitative content 

analysis in chapter eight. Strengths and weakness of the qualitative content analysis 

will be discussed and then the coding unit and coding scheme are defined in relation 

to the research itself. Chapter nine presents the research of the qualitative content 

analysis with a summary of the results from the qualitative content analysis at the 

end. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Theoretical part 

 

1.1 History of Tabloid Journalism in the Czech Republic and the USA 

 

The origin of the word “tabloid” comes from the late 19th century when a British 

pharmaceutical company Burroughs Welcome & Co. trademarked the word. It was a 

hybrid form of tablet + the suffix –oid and it was used to describe “small tablet of 

medicine” which the company was selling. By the end of the 19 th century, the word 

“tabloid” was being used to describe anything that was compressed or small in size 

and therefore the name “tabloid journalism” and “tabloid newspaper” was used to 

describe newspapers that were small in size and had short and condensed news 

articles (etymonline “Tabloid,” 2018). 

 In Czech, “bulvár” comes from a French word “boulevard” and the tradition of 

selling newspapers on the streets – boulevards in the second half of the 1830s in 

France and approximately at the same time in the USA as well (Reifová 2004, 287). 

 The history of tabloid newspapers in the Czech Republic is somewhat different 

from that in the USA. Tabloid journalism became prominent in the Czech Republic in 

the second half of the 20th century, but first instances of tabloids emerged at the end 

of the 19th century and at the beginning of the 20th century when tabloid newspapers 

became to be associated with Jiří Stříbrný. 

 Jiří Stříbrný was a politician and one of the founders of the Czechoslovak 

Republic and after being expelled from the Czech National Social Party in 1926, he 

founded with his brother a publishing company Tempo which published tabloid 

newspapers. Express and Poslední list were among the most popular tabloid 

newspapers published by Tempo in the late 1920s. These and other newspapers 

published by Tempo served as a medium for Stříbrný to express his political views 

and opinions about the newspapers in the Czechoslovak Republic (Bednařík, Jirák, 

Köpplová 2011, 173).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GlaxoSmithKline
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 Tabloid newspapers became prominent in the USA little earlier than in the 

Czech Republic. After the First World War, some of the first tabloid newspapers were 

established. The New York Daily News was founded in 1919 under the name 

Illustrated Daily News and soon after, Illustrated Daily News was followed by tabloid 

newspapers such as the Newsday or New York Post which was originally a 

broadsheet newspaper in the 19th century, but turned into a tabloid during the first 

half of the 20th century. 

 The major turnaround for tabloid newspapers in the USA came in the 1980s 

together with the rise of tabloid TV shows many of which were written by tabloid 

journalists and in her article, Bird (1998, 34) describes the rise of tabloids in the USA 

as follows: 

 

In the 1980s, sales of traditional newspapers fell, while those of tabloids rose 

to unprecedented levels. Clearly there was an audience response to the 

tabloids’ offerings of human interest stories, celebrity gossip and life-style 

advice. At around the same time, we saw the development of tabloid TV 

shows, many of which were staffed by print tabloid writers.  

 

1.2 Tabloid - size 

 

The term “tabloid” has been defined by Reifová as newspapers of small size 

(approximately 300 x 400 mm) that focused on scandals and sensational news. 

Another important feature of tabloid newspapers was the use of larger headlines and 

illustrations and later photographs. Today, we use terms such as “yellow press,” 

“penny press,” “popular press” or “sensational press” to refer to tabloids (Reifová 

2004, 287). 

 With the issue of size, in their article Collete Brin and Genevieve Drolet (2008, 

386) further discus the resizing of broadsheet newspapers into a tabloid format on 

the example of a Quebec newspaper Le Soleil which underwent such a change in 

April 2006. The term “compact” is commonly used in newspaper industry to describe 

such a change instead of terms such as “tabloidization” or “tabloid” in order to avoid 
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the negative connotation associated with such terms and to suggest that the change 

only concerns the format which occurs due to the popular demand, and the quality of 

the content remains intact.  

 

1.3 Tabloid - content 

 

 The first definition of the tabloid newspaper presented by Reifová in the 

previous section was concerned with the size and shape of the newspaper, but there 

are other aspects to consider when defining tabloids. 

In his introduction to Tabloid Tales (2000) Sparks defined three ways in which 

the term tabloid is used. The first way was defined as:”it devotes little attention to 

politics, economics, and society and relatively much attention to diversions like 

sports, scandals, and popular entertainment” (Sparks 2000, 10). 

Further, it focuses more on private lives of public figures as well as ordinary 

people. It is less objective and accurate and it gives more emphasis to 

sensationalism and entertainment. The process of tabloidization is also defined in 

terms of content which is marked by features of sensational entertainment that is 

replacing serious, objective and accurate journalism (Sparks 2000, 10). 

 The second and third way in which tabloid is used has to do more with social 

circumstances than with the actual content of the newspapers and it involves a shift 

in priorities and boundaries of tastes within a medium going from emphasis on 

information towards emphasis on entertainment (Sparks 2000, 11). 

 In her chapter on tabloidization, Bird (2009, 40) defines tabloid in terms of size 

as half of a standard broadsheet, but also defines it on a much broader scale in 

terms of presentation and style of news. Tabloid has commonly been associated with 

a departure from an objective style of journalism and it was perceived as inferior due 

to the appeal to our basic instincts as well as meeting the popular demand for 

sensationalism.  

 Bird (2009, 41) suggests that tabloidization can be described in two ways: 

content and style. In terms of style, we can analyze three symptoms. First would be 

writing techniques: “observed in a movement away from longer, complex, analytical 
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writing into shorter, punchier sentences, primarily in narrative, rather than analytic 

mode” (Bird 2009, 41). 

 Second would be through increase attention to personal aspects of a news 

story where a political topic would be discussed through personal stories and third 

symptom would be through increase visualization, in other words, an increase 

reliance on photographs, pictures, sketches as well as re-enactments and 

dramatization (Bird 2009, 41). 

 From the point of view of content, Bird (2009, 42) describes tabloidization in 

terms of trivialization where celebrity news and gossip are dominating serious news 

and human interest stories have more coverage than important international events 

or political issues.  

Ian Connell (1998, 12) in his study proposed a different look on tabloids and 

tabloidization and that is from a point of view of a discourse. Connell defines 

tabloidization as a move from a rationalist discourse to a sensationalist discourse 

suggesting that what has been generally associated with broadsheet newspapers as 

a reporting discourse focusing on informativity and objectivity has been transported 

into a narrative discourse which focuses on storytelling.  

 Connell (1998, 12) further suggests that the narrative discourse has adopted 

what  he calls “conversationalising” of a news discourse which he describes as a 

move from an impersonal forms associated with the official discourses of 

government, law and public administration towards the language of everyday speech.  

Bob Franklin (1997, 3) in his study of the British news media has referred to 

the trends which define tabloid journalism as “newszak.” The term was originally 

coined by Malcolm Muggeridge and it refers to news that has been converted into 

entertainment which is marked by “sensational human-interest stories,” “populist 

style,” and “a schoolboy’s reliance on puns” (Franklin 1997, 3). 

In his study, Franklin (1997, 3) also describes the move away from 

investigative journalism and reporting of hard news, international news and overall 

foreign coverage in favor of news stories with a human-interest angle.   
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1.4 Studies of Tabloidization 

 

As I have mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, tabloidization has been studied 

over the last few decades and several studies on tabloidization have been presented 

using the qualitative or quantitative content analysis. For the purposes of supporting 

my own thesis, I have chosen four studies of tabloidization that will be discussed in 

the following paragraphs. 

 The study of Rodrigo Uribe and Barrier Gunter “Tabloidization of British 

Tabloids” from 2004 in which the authors have studied British tabloids over a 10 year 

period and their concept of tabloidization was based on the definition of tabloidization 

presented by Schelley McLachlan and Peter Golding (2000). Their study showed that 

the coverage of British tabloids became even more tabloidized in form and style and 

that the coverage of tabloids can be characterized by the dominance of soft and 

home news, increase presence of headlines and visual and personal aspects of 

news coverage rather than in terms of range of contents (Uribe, Gunter 2004, 387–

388). 

 The study of Göran Djupsund and Tom Carlson “Trivial Stories and Fancy 

Pictures? Tabloidization Tendencies in Finnish and Swedish Regional and National 

Newspapers 1982–1997” from 1998 was focused on the front pages of two 

newspapers that were both published in Finland and Sweden and their definition of 

tabloidization was based on the concept of trivialization which they defined as: 

”orientation towards “soft news”, “human interest”, “Infotainment”, and away from 

“hard news” concerning politics, economy and social processes” (Djupsund, Carlson 

1998, 102).  

The study of Djupsund and Carlson (1998, 104) showed a decrease of hard 

news on the front pages and increase of visualization with soft news in the Swedish 

newspaper and a similar pattern developing over time in the Finnish newspaper.  

 The study of Ulrika Andersson “From Broadsheet to Tabloid: Content changes 

in Swedish newspaper in the light of a shrunken size” from 2013 discussed the 

connection between page size and its content attempting to detect increase in 
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tabloidization in relation to the resizing of Swedish daily newspapers in 1990, 2000 

and 2010 (Andersson 2013, 1–2). 

 Andersson’s study similarly to the study of Uribe and Gunter used a three 

dimensional definition of tabloidization consisting of form, range and style with the 

findings that the actual resizing of Swedish newspaper had only a minor influence on 

the content and the increase in tabloidization was: “a matter of industrial wisdom that 

was guided by values and norms common to the business” (Andersson 2013, 17) 

because signs of tabloidization were present even before the resizing of the Swedish 

daily newspapers to the tabloid format (Andersson 2013, 17). 

 The study of Brigit Stark and Melanie Magin “Tabloidization Trends in German 

and Austrian Newspapers in the Context of National Market Structures. A Cross-

national Comparative Study” from 2012 explores the connection between the national 

media structures and tabloidization in German and Austrian newspapers. 

 Brigit Stark and Melanie Magin (2012, 7) defined factors influencing 

tabloidization on three levels. The formal which included the occurrence of images, 

the average number of images per article, image size and article length. The content 

which included topics and the degree of recognition or prominence of an individual 

and indicators of closeness to everyday life which was connected to the range of 

topics going from local to international. Personalization which was understood as 

referring to private life as well as referring to the behavior of an individual in private 

versus public life.  

 The conclusion to the study of Stark and Magin (2012, 24) was that the tabloid 

press in Austria was less tabloidized than the one in Germany.  

 These four studies, the oldest one going back more than 20 years, measured 

in some form or shape tabloidization in terms of decrease of hard news and increase 

of soft news and orientation towards human interest stories whether it was on the 

front pages or in the articles of newspapers or magazines. Personalization and the 

size and reshaping of newspapers and the increase reliance of visualization were 

also used as signs of tabloidization. The preference of home news over foreign news 

or the indicators of closeness to everyday life connected to the topic of an article 

going from local to international were also measured as a sign of tabloidization. 
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Similarly to these four studies, I will also use these specific means of tabloidization in 

my own two quantitative content analyses.   

 

1.5 Tabloidization 

 

The term tabloidization has been defined by Trampota and Končelík (2011, 287) as a 

process of change in news media that concerns the ways in which news are 

presented and which events (news values) are selected. Tabloidization also refers to: 

“change of quality and character of information that media offer to their publics” 

(Trampota, Končelík 2011, 287).  

 Another definition of the process of tabloidization has been presented by 

Rodrigo Uribe and Barrie Gunter in their study on the tabloidization of British tabloids 

in which they used a three-level operational characterization based on Schelley 

McLachlan and Peter Golding (2000) consisting of range, form and style. Uribe and 

Gunter (2004, 390) define range as: “decreasing proportion of page space devoted to 

the provision of information (news items) as compared to other items (i.e. 

entertainment and service)” as well as the preference of home news and soft news 

as opposed to the focus on foreign affairs and hard news. Form has been defined as 

a less amount of space dedicated to text and more to the visual aspects including 

headlines and pictures of the news stories. Style is understood as the way in which 

news stories are personalized and as: “the presentation of public figures as private 

persons” (Uribe, Gunter 2004, 390).  

 I will use this three-level operational characterization of tabloidization 

consisting of range, form and style as a basis for the definition of tabloidization for the 

two quantitative content analyses and each means of tabloidization will be discussed 

in detail in the following subchapters.  

 

1.6 Preference of Home news 

 

First means of tabloidization is the preference of certain topics and specifically their 

connection to a location and in their study of the British tabloids, Rodrigo Uribe and 
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Barrier Gunter (2004, 388) have defined the preference of home news over foreign 

news as one of the signs of tabloidization.  

 Stark and Magin (2012, 7) defined the indicators of closeness to everyday life 

which are connected to the range of topics going from local to international as one of 

the factors influencing tabloidization, in other words home news versus foreign news.

 The reason the preference of home news over foreign news is interpreted as a 

sign of tabloidization has to do with a topic choice and the assumption that the 

readers would be more interested with news that happened within the boundaries of 

their own culture, region or a country over events that happened in a different part of 

the world and that have little to no effect on them and that is why some studies went 

even further distinguish home news to national news versus local/regional news.  

 This is the case in the study of Stark and Magin (2012, 33) where they defined 

as one of the means of tabloidization a category of reach of topics which 

distinguishes between topics of news that are local/regional, national or international. 

Another means of tabloidization that they analyzed was degree of familiarity of the 

protagonist where they distinguish between international, national, local and 

unknown.  

 

1.7 Topic Choice and Preference of Soft News 

 

Second means of tabloidization is connected to the topic choice and as Rodrigo 

Uribe and Barrier Gunter (2004, 388) mention in their definition of tabloidization, it is 

the focus on less serious news - soft news and domestic affairs that is typical for 

tabloids. 

 Tabloid newspapers may cover the same topics as broadsheets but they 

approach it from a different perspective. With the example of politics, tabloid 

newspapers do not focus on political issues and news, but rather target politician ’s 

private lives or political scandals that is as Bird (2009, 41) suggested a political topic 

would be discussed through personal stories. Similar pattern can also be recognized 

in sport news where a sport news story would be discussed through personal stories. 

The coverage of sports may not be concerned with results of sport matches, topic 
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articles connected with a sport event, player ratings or interviews with athletes but 

rather focuses on private lives of sport figures or sport scandals. 

 

1.8 Personalization of news 

 

Third means of tabloidization presented by Uribe and Gunter (2004, 388) was 

personalization which they defined on three levels. First level of personalization 

concerns news stories that are solely focused on private lives of public figures 

(politician, celebrity, famous athlete) that is the article in question describes personal 

aspects of an individual’s life only. 

 Second level of personalization is the mixture of private and professional lives 

of public figures. The article may be focused on the work of the individual in question, 

but personal aspects of one’s life may be described as well. This is best illustrated on 

topic articles in sport newspapers which describe the results of an athlete in a match 

or a sport tournament and then one or two paragraphs are dedicated to their 

personal lives and mention their upcoming vacation or a famous sister who recently 

had a child. 

 The third level of personalization are the news stories that show no aspects of 

personalization that is the article does not describes any aspects of personal life of  a 

public figure.  

 

1.9 Visual Aspects 

 

Fourth means of tabloidization is the increase space that is devoted to the visual side 

of a news story. The visual aspect of a news story is a key element for the 

quantitative content analysis of Sport and Sports Illustrated. Headlines, texts and 

visual aspects such as pictures and illustrations were measured in order to determine 

the ratio between the text and visual side of a news story. 

 Tabloid newspapers dedicate more space to the visual side of a news story 

rather than to the text itself and therefore the visual aspects may dominate a news 

story (Uribe, Gunter 2004, 388). 
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1.1.1 News Values and What Makes a News Story Newsworthy 

 

In order to analyze a news story, it is first important to understand what makes a 

story newsworthy. The term “news values” has been defined in its basic form as: 

“factors that take an event into the news” (Bendnarek, Caple 2012, 39). In other 

words, news values determine what makes a story newsworthy. According to 

Bednarek and Caple there are nine major news values which determine the 

newsworthiness and these include Negativity, Timeliness, Proximity, Prominence, 

Consonance, Impact, Novelty, Superlativeness and Personalization. 

 Negativity is one of the most prominent news values as news stories are often 

focused on negative happenings which include accidents, deaths, catastrophes and 

such and therefore it is usually referred to as “the basic news value.” However, not all 

news stories are negative in nature and positive news stories occur as well. The rest 

of the news values is summarized in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Summary of news values according to Bednarek and Caple (2012, 341) 

 

Negativity negative aspects of an event 

Timeliness the relevance of the event in terms of time 

Proximity the geographical and/or culture nearness of the event 

Prominence the high status of the individual, organization or nations involved in the 

event 

Consonance the extent to which aspects of a story fit in with stereotypes that people 

may hold about the events and people portrayed in it 

Impact the effects or consequences of an event 

Novelty the unexpected aspects of an event 
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Superlativeness the maximized or intensified aspects of an event 

Personalization the personal or human interest aspects of an event 

 

 From the definition of tabloidization presented in the previous section stating 

that in the process of tabloidization certain events (news values) are selected and 

these would include news values such as negativity (focus on scandals, death and 

affairs etc.), proximity (preference of home news over foreign news), superlativeness 

(presenting news in a dramatized narrative form) and personalization (the 

presentation of public figures as private persons) which are essential to the process 

of tabloidization.   

News values are not strictly connected to the textual form of a news story, but 

to the visual aspects accompanying the story as well. One of the means of how 

tabloidization is achieved is through devoting more space to the visual aspects of the 

news story, focusing on headlines and pictures, than to the text itself.  

 From a historical point of view, print news stories had been text-dominated, 

but this has changed and nowadays pictures, illustrations and images may dominate 

the text.  

  

1.1.2 Infotainment 

 

The term infotainment has been associated with the emergence of cable television 

programming in the USA in the second half of the 20th century. The term itself is a 

blend of two words information + entertainment and it used to referred to a type of a 

television program that combines or blurs the traditional distinction between 

information-oriented and entertainment-based genres of television programming, but 

now it has spread across all types of media. 

 Infotainment has also been associated with the decline of hard news and it 

has often been used interchangeably with the term soft news and tabloidization. The 

influence of infotainment on news reporting has been seen in the form and the way 

news is presented. Events, issues and situations are presented in a dramatized 
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narrative form that focuses on emotion, visual imagery and personally driven 

narratives that are both informative and entertaining. The result of the influence of 

infotainment has mostly been seen in ways we perceive news and make distinctions 

between factual base news reporting and entertainment (Baym 2018, 2). 

 

Infotainment calls into question a number of other traditional distinctions, 

including those between politics and show business, public affairs and popular 

culture, and even factual and fictional media forms (Baym 2018, 2). 

 

However, it has also been argued that the positive effect of infotainment lies in 

the fact that it has the potential of reaching audiences that otherwise might not be 

interested in certain types of news and informing them about issues that might not 

reach them otherwise.  

In the third research that is the qualitative content analysis in chapter nine, I 

will specifically analyze and I will provide examples of dramatized narrative structures 

in both Deník Sport and Sports Illustrated. This will be essential part of the qualitative 

content analysis that focuses on how language is used to achieve tabloidization on 

the textual level. 

 

1.1.3 Hard News vs. Soft News 

 

The distinction between hard news and soft news is not an easy one to make due to 

the fact that many authors used these terms ambiguously, because they are not 

clearly defined. In her study, Tuchman (1973, 110–131) addresses this issue and she 

categorizes five different types of news: hard news, soft news, spot news, developing 

news and continuing news. The main distinction between these categories being 

hard news and soft news defined by journalists as: “hard news story is "interesting to 

human beings" and a soft news story is "interesting because it deals with the life of 

human beings”” (Tuchman 1973, 110–131). Tuchman stresses that journalists 

themselves had difficulties agreeing on what is considered hard news and what is 

considered soft news. 
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 Almost 40 years later, in their study Reinemann, Stanyer, Scherr, Legnante 

(2011, 223) are still trying to define hard news and soft news and the situation is 

further complicated by the ambiguous use of terms such as “softening of news,” 

“tabloidization,” and “Infotainment.”  

 

Hard or soft news and similar terms are not used to describe single 

characteristics of news reports (e.g. its topic), but rather to describe a specific 

set of characteristics combined in news items (Reinemann, Stayner, Scherr, 

Legnante 2011, 223). 

 

 The problem that arises is that authors use either a uni-dimensional approach 

where they focus on one single dimension (e.g. topic) to distinguish between hard 

and soft news or they use a multi-dimensional approach where they also differ in the 

number and combination of dimension that they use to distinguish between hard and 

soft news. 

According to Reinemann, Stanyer, Scherr, Legnante (2011, 226) there are five 

dimensions that are most used to distinguish between hard and soft news and these 

are  topic/events, news production, news focus, news style and news reception. 

Topic and event refer to the subject matter of the news (e.g. politics, sports or 

culture). News production focuses on circumstances of the news production process 

(e.g. immediate urgency of hard news). News focus refers to what aspects of 

topic/event are stressed. News style focuses on the way news are presented and 

news reception refers to “audience- or effect related characteristics in their definition.” 

(Reinemann al. 2011, 226) 

Most studies on hard and soft news considered sport news to be soft by its 

nature with its main purpose being to entertain its audience, but I would argue that 

even in sports, the distinction between hard and soft news can be made. Sport news 

no longer consists of results of matches, player ratings, interviews with players or 

topic articles related to an ongoing sport event, but they also focus on personal lives 

of sport figures and their lifestyle. 
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For the distinction between hard and soft news in sports, I will use the 

categories of news production – the immediate urgency of sport news consisting of 

sport results, analysis of matches, player ratings etc. that are connected with the 

ongoing happenings in the world of sport. News focus – what aspects of sport news 

are stressed and the distinction between thematic framing of news indicating hard 

news and episodic framing focusing on individuals indicating soft news and the last 

category will be news style - how sport news are presented and the distinction 

between factual, text oriented style indicating hard news as opposed to personalized 

style that heavily relies on the visual aspect of a news story indicating soft news.   

 

 

1.1.4 Soft News – example 

 

In the previous section, we have covered the theoretical background of hard news 

and soft news and in the two following sections, we will look at actual examples of 

hard news and soft news from Deník Sport and we will also discuss visualization. 

 The first example 1.1 is from the Friday edition of Deník Sport from 14. July 

and on the top of the page, we can see two short news items. The first on the left is 

focused on a famous Czech motorcycle racer Karel Abraham and his photo shoot 

with models. The second on the right focuses on a famous footballer Cristiano 

Ronaldo and a police intervention on his yacht. Neither of the two short news items 

has anything to do with actual sports and does not contribute to the world of sport in 

any way (News production). Both of these short news items show episodic framing 

that focuses on an individual (News focus) and they are solely focused on personal 

lives of famous sport figures (News style) therefore indicating soft news. 

 Both of these news are short and from a visualization point of view, the first 

news on the left has 16,4% dedicated to text, 44,9% is dedicated to headlines and 

38,7% of the news is dedicated to the picture out of the total space of the article. The 

short news on the right has 19,8% dedicated to text, 17,6% to headlines and 62,6% 

to pictures out of the total space of the article. Both of the news are dominated by 
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visual aspects such as headlines and pictures, in the first case 16,4% text versus 

83,6% visuals and in the second case 19,8% text and 80,2% visual aspects. 

 The third news article is much larger in size and it compares revenues 

between English Premier League and Czech Fortuna League and the whole article is 

focused on sensationalism and superlativeness which is demonstrated on the 

enormous and obvious difference between the two leagues in terms of revenues of 

each league. 

 From a visualization point of view, the article dedicates 18,8% to text, 17,5% to 

headlines and 63,7% to pictures out of the total space of the article. The news article 

is dominated by visual aspects with the difference of 18,8% dedicated to text versus 

81,2% visual aspects consisting of headlines and pictures and these three articles 

represent typical coverage of soft news in Deník Sport. 
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Example 1.1 
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1.1.5 Hard News – example 

 

As I have mentioned in the theoretical section on hard and soft news, typical 

coverage of hard news in sport newspapers consists of results of matches, interviews 

with athletes and coaches, player ratings, topic articles related to an ongoing sport 

event and usually short news items related to what is happening in the world of 

sports. 

 When we look at example 1.2 which comes from a Friday edition of Deník 

Sport from 7. July, we can see a typical coverage of hard news. On the right, there is 

a column which summarizes results from friendly matches preceding the start of 

Czech Fortuna League, on the top is an interview with a coach of Czech team 

Slovácko Stanislav Levý and in the middle of the page an update news on the 

recovery of Czech footballer Tomáš Rosický. On the bottom of the page, there are 

three short news articles informing about Lionel Messi signing a new contract in 

Barcelona, quotation from Arsenal coach Arsén Wenger informing about the transfer 

of a striker Alexander Lacazette to Arsenal and a transfer news about Czech fullback 

Tomáš Sivok to Israel club Maccabi Petah Tikva. There are no signs of 

personalization and all these articles contributed to the world of sport with its 

immediate urgency and topical framing suggesting hard news.  

 From a visualization point of view, the summary of results of friendly matches 

shows no signs of visualization, the interview with Czech coach Stanislav Levý has 

one small picture which takes 0,9% of the total space dedicated to the article, the 

headline takes 28,1% of the space which gives us 29% dedicate to visual aspects 

versus the 71% of the space which is dedicated to the text. 

 The three short articles on the bottom are also text dominated, the article on 

the left dedicates 23,5% to headline and 76,5% to the text, the article in the middle 

dedicates 23,4% to the one picture and 76,6% to the text and the article on the right 

dedicates 41,9% to headline and picture and 58,1% to the text. 

 The only article which was dominated by visual aspects was the one in the 

middle reporting on the recovery of Tomáš Rosický with 23,2% dedicated to text and 

76,8% dedicated to visual aspects consisting of a headline and a picture. 
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Example 1.2 
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Chapter 2 

 

Methodology 

 

2.1 Quantitative Content Analysis 

 

For the analytic part of this thesis, first, a quantitative content analysis will be carried 

out for the reason that we will be dealing with large amount of texts in both print and 

online form and as it is often used in studies that focus on tabloidization and the 

analysis of the texts as well as the research questions were inspired by the study of 

Rodrigo Uribe and Barrie Gunter The Tabloidization of British Tabloids from 2004. 

 Content analyses in general can be applied to written texts both in digital and 

print form as well as to visual media such as pictures and photographs which is ideal 

for this type of research as we will be dealing with sport articles in print and online 

form and we will be analyzing their content and visual aspects. 

 Quantitative content analysis requires high standardization which provides 

reliability, but it also involves reduction of information based on the limited choice of 

categories that are chosen for the analysis which may lead to relatively low validity. 

The opposite is seen in the qualitative content analysis which does not require high 

standardization which may lead to relatively low reliability, but because the research 

is not limited by the choice of categories, it has the potential for high validity (Disman 

2002, 287).  

 One of the strengths of the quantitative content analysis is that it is replicable 

and the analysis of the text consists of classifications of parts of the text by applying 

a structured and systematic coding scheme from which we draw conclusions about 

the content of the text and in theory other researchers might be able to reproduce the 

study (Rose, Spinks, Canhoto 2015, 117). 

 In the following sections of this thesis I will present the outline of my research 

consisting of the coding unit, in other words a sample that will be analyzed, in which I 

will present and characterize Sport and Sports Illustrated and then I will present the 
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research questions after which I will introduce the coding scheme that will be the 

base for this research.  

 

2.2 Coding Unit  

 

The coding unit will consist of title pages, articles, pictures and photographs which 

were collected over a two months period from July to August 2017, however, 

advertisements, TV programs and inboxes will be excluded from the analysis. As a 

representing sample unit, the Friday print edition of Sport was chosen consisting of 

both the newspaper and its magazine and the collection of online articles that 

appeared on Sport’s web page https://isport.blesk.cz/ on each Friday over the two 

months period. 

 Sport was chosen as it is a leading newspaper that is solely focusing on sport 

news and it is the only national daily newspaper that reports on ongoing sport events 

from a wide variety of sports for more than a half a century. Sport provides results 

from all types of sports, it covers current sport news and it provides interviews with 

athletes as well as topic related articles and analyses of sport matches and therefore 

it represents an ideal sample of the current sport news reporting in the Czech 

Republic.   

 The same coding unit was chosen for the Sports Illustrated that also covers 

the two months period of July and August, however, not all issues were analyzed due 

to the fact that Sports Illustrated publishes issues that are focused on specific topics 

such as the college football preview that would not represent the variety of sport 

news and articles that the typical issue of Sports Illustrated covers, instead one more 

issue from September 18 was chosen to make it a total of six issues. Online news 

articles were also collected from the Sports Illustrated web page https://www.si.com/ 

on the same day the respective issues over the two months period were published. 

 Sports Illustrated is one of the most widespread sport magazines in the USA 

that focuses, same as Sport, on all types of sports and it provides an overall 

coverage of sports since the 1950s and it represents an ideal sample of the current 

sport news reporting in the USA. 
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2.3 Research Questions     

 

The aim of this thesis is to look for signs of tabloidization based on the four specific 

means of tabloidization in order to determine whether tabloidization has influenced 

sport news reporting in the Czech Republic and the USA. The research questions 

were based on the means of tabloidization presented in the section 1.5. Specific 

means of tabloidization include the preference of home and soft news over hard and 

foreign news, increasing space of news stories that is devoted to the visual aspects 

including pictures, headlines and photographs and personalization of news stories 

where public figures are presented as private persons. The research questions are 

summarized in Table 3.  

 

Table 3: Research questions  

 

Research questions   

RQ no. 1 What is the ratio between hard and soft news? 

RQ no. 2 What is the ratio between home and foreign news? 

RQ no. 3 To what extent is the content of the news personalized? 

RQ no. 4 How much space is devoted to the visual aspects (pictures, 

photography and headlines) of the overall space of the 

articles? 

 

 

2.4 Coding Scheme 

 

In this section, I will present the coding scheme which involves the classification of 

rules that will be used for assessing each category that will be applied to the coding 

unit and from which the results will be drawn. The categories and the rules by which 
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each category will be assessed are presented in the coding book with the exception 

of online articles for which the categories of text size, headline size and size of visual 

aspects were replaced by categories of the presence of the name of the author and 

presence of a gallery or a video due to the specific nature of online news that will be 

discussed in more detail in chapter 3.   

 

Coding book 

 

Category Variable Specifications 

Year   

Month   

Day   

Issue   

Name of the 

newspaper/magazine 

  

Type of news 1 - Hard news as defined in section 

1.1.4 

 2 - Soft news as defined in section 

1.1.4 

 3 - Other news  

Location of  news 1 - Home news  

 2 - Foreign news  

 3 - Other news  

Text size Ratio of the size of the 

text in percentages 

size of text in 

comparison to the rest of 

the article  

Headline size Ratio of the size of the 

headline in percentages 

size of headline in 

comparison to the rest of 

the article 

Size of visual aspects   size of visual aspects in 
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comparison to the rest of 

the article 

 No visual aspects  

Number of visual aspects Number of pictures and 

photographs per article 

 

Personalization 1 - Focus on private life 

of a public person 

article is solely focused 

on the private life of a 

public figure 

 2 - Focus on private and 

professional life of a 

public person 

public figure is 

presented as a private 

person 

 3 – No aspects of 

personalization 
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Chapter 3 

 

Results (Sport) 

 

3.1 Introduction to Results 

 

In the following three chapters, I will present the results of the first quantitative 

content analysis. Chapter three will focus on the results of Sport that is the 

newspaper, magazine and online articles and each category that was assessed will 

be presented separately and commented on. Chapter four will be identical to chapter 

three and it will focus on the results from Sports Illustrated that is the magazine and 

online articles and in chapter five, I will compare the results from Sport and Sports 

Illustrated in relation to the research questions.   

 

3.2 Sport: Ratio of Hard News and Soft News 

 

Table 5 (overall results) 

 Hard News Soft News Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sport 

Newspaper 

72,7% 27,3% 100% 271 

Sport Magazine 57,6% 42,4% 100% 65 

Sport Online 63,3% 36,7% 100% 211 

 

One of the means of tabloidization is the preference of soft news over hard news and 

from the results in Table 5, we can see that this is not the case in the printed version 

of Sport Newspaper. Out of the 271 articles that were analyzed, 72,7% were hard 

news and 27,3% were soft news. The printed version of Sport newspaper consists 

mainly of hard news and the soft news were mostly represented by articles that fall 

into the category VIP Sport that is located at the end of the newspaper and it focuses 

on private lives of sport figures and this category is more prominent in the online 
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version of Sport and therefore we can see an increase by almost 10% in the Sport 

Online news reporting. The online version of Sport consisted of 63,3% hard news 

and 36,7% soft news and even further increase of soft news in Sport Magazine with 

42,4% of soft news 57,6% of hard news. The printed version of Sport mainly 

consisted of hard news, however, Sport Magazine and Sport Online showed increase 

in the number of soft news and the results from all the issues of Sport Newspaper, 

Sport Magazine and Sport Online are presented in Table 6. 

 

Table 6 (results from every issue that was analyzed)  

 7. 

July 

14. 

July 

21. 

July 

28. 

July 

4. 

August 

11. 

August 

18. 

August 

25. 

August 

Sport 

Newspaper 

 

Hard News 71,4% 81,8% 73,5% 64,7% 72,7% 66,7% 70,4% 80,5% 

Soft News 28,6% 18,2% 26,5% 35,3% 27,3% 33,3% 29,6% 19,5% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

35 33 34 35 33 33 27 41 

Sport 

Magazine 

 

Hard News 66,7% 28,7% 62,5% 90,9% 12,5% 83,4% 71,4% 44,4% 

Soft News 33,3% 71,4% 37,5% 9,1% 87,5% 16,6% 28,6% 55,6% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

9 7 8 11 8 6 7 9 
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Sport Online  

Hard News 53,3% 76,2% 61,5% 47,4% 68,8% 65,5% 54,8% 78,9% 

Soft News 46,7% 23,8% 38,5% 52,6% 31,2% 34,5% 45,2% 21,1% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

15 21 26 19 32 29 31 38 

 

3.3 Sport: Ratio of Home News and Foreign News    

 

Table 7 (overall results) 

 Home News Foreign News Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sport 

Newspaper 

70,3% 29,7% 100% 271 

Sport Magazine 69% 31% 100% 65 

Sport Online 73% 27% 100% 211 

 

Another means of tabloidization is the preference of home news over foreign news 

and from Table 7, we can see that the focus on home news is prominent in all three 

versions of Sport that were analyzed. Sport newspaper consisted of 70,3% home 

news and only 29,7% of foreign news and similar results can be seen in Sport 

Magazine with 69% of home news and 31% of foreign news and Sport Online 

consisted of 73% home news and 27% of foreign news. The preference of home 

news over foreign news is consistent across all three versions of Sport and the 

results from all the issues of Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sport Online are 

presented in Table 8. 
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Table 8 

 

7. 

July 

14. 

July 

21. 

July 

28. 

July 

4. 

August 

11. 

August 

18. 

August 

25. 

August 

Sport 

Newspaper 

 

Home News 57,1% 70% 67,7% 76,5% 69,7% 69,7% 74,1% 73% 

Foreign 

News 

42,9% 30% 32,3% 23,5% 30,3% 30,3% 25,9% 27% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

35 33 34 35 33 33 27 41 

Sport 

Magazine 

 

Home News 66,7% 100% 62,5% 90,9% 75% 50% 57,1% 50% 

Foreign 

News 

33,3% 0% 37,5% 9,1% 25% 50% 42,9% 50% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

9 7 8 11 8 6 7 9 

Sport Online  

Home News 60% 90,5% 80,8% 73,7% 65,6% 82,8% 51,6% 78,9% 

Foreign 

News 

40% 9,5% 19,2% 26,3% 34,4% 17,2% 48,4% 21,1% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

15 21 26 19 32 29 31 38 
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3.4 Sport: Personalization 

 

Table 9 (overall results) 

 Focus on private 

life of a public 

person 

Focus on private and 

professional life of a 

public person 

No aspects of 

personalization 

Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sport 

Newspaper 

7,3% 18,7% 74% 100% 271 

Sport Magazine 11,4% 38,8% 49,8% 100% 65 

Sport Online 18,4% 28,1% 53,5% 100% 211 

 

Personalization shows a similar case as the ratio of hard and soft news. Sport 

Newspaper showed little in the way of personalization with 7,3% of news that were 

solely focused on private lives of sport figures and this accounted for the 

aforementioned category of VIP Sport. 18,7% of articles mixed private and 

professional lives of sport figures and the majority of articles showed no aspects of 

personalization with 74%, however, Sport Magazine and Sport Online showed 

significant increase in personalization of sport news. Sport Magazine is heavily 

focused on the lifestyle of sport figures and it presents sport public figures as private 

persons with 38,8% and 11,4% of articles were solely focused on private lives of 

sport figures which gives a combine total of 50,2% of articles that were personalized 

and we can see similar numbers in Sport Online with slight increase of articles that 

solely focus on private lives of sport figures which once again accounts for the online 

version of VIP Sport and together with articles that presented public figures as private 

persons this gives us a combine total of 46,5% of articles that were personalized. 

Sport Newspaper showed a combine total of 26% of articles that were personalized 

which suggests a rather low personalization of news, however, Sport Magazine and 

Sport Online showed a significant increase of personalization with 50,2% and 46,5% 

of news that were personalized and  the results from all the issues of Sport 

Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sport Online are presented in Table 10. 
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Table 10 7. 

July 

14. 

July 

21. 

July 

28. 

July 

4. 

August 

11. 

August 

18. 

August 

25. 

August 

Sport 

Newspaper 

 

Focus on 

private life of a 

public person 

0% 3,1% 6% 2,9% 9,3% 15,6% 11,6% 10% 

Focus on 

private and 

professional life 

of a public 

person 

26,9% 25% 15,2% 20,6% 18,8% 8,6% 15,4% 19,3% 

No aspects of 

personalization 

73,5% 71,9% 78,8% 76,5% 71,9% 75,8% 73% 70,7% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

35 33 34 35 33 33 27 41 

Sport 

Magazine 

 

Focus on 

private life of a 

public person 

12,5% 28,6% 14,2% 0% 25% 0% 0% 11,1% 

Focus on 

private and 

professional life 

of a public 

person 

37,5% 42,8% 42,9% 40% 62,5% 0% 28,6% 55,6% 

No aspects of 

personalization 

50% 28,6% 42,9% 60% 12,5% 100% 71,4% 33,3% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 9 7 8 11 8 6 7 9 
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Articles 

Sport Online  

Focus on 

private life of a 

public person 

33,4% 4,7% 26,9% 21% 15,6% 24,1% 16,1% 5,3% 

Focus on 

private and 

professional life 

of a public 

person 

33,3% 28,6% 19,3% 21% 28,1% 31% 45,2% 18,4% 

No aspects of 

personalization 

33,3% 66,7% 53,8% 58% 56,3% 44,9% 38,7% 76,3% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

15 21 26 19 32 29 31 38 

 

3.5 Sport: Number of Visual Aspects, Text, Headline and Size of Visual Aspects 

 

Table 11 (overall results) 

 Number 

of Visual 

Aspects 

Text 

Size 

Headline 

Size 

Size of 

Visual 

Aspects 

Overall 

Percentage 

Number of 

articles 

Sport 

Newspaper 

1,3 56,9% 17,1% 26% 100% 271 

Sport 

Magazine 

2,3 43,4% 11,5% 45,1% 100% 65 

 

From Table 11, we can see that the size of visual aspects in Sport Newspaper is 

26% and that includes pictures, photographs, graphs and such combine with the size 

of headlines being 17,1%, we get a combine total of 43,1% which means that almost 

half of a typical news article in Sport Newspaper is occupied by visual aspects and 
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headlines with 1,3 number of visual aspects per article and this does not include the 

headlines. Sport Magazine relies even more heavily on the visual aspects of its 

articles with 43,4% being the size of visual aspects and 11,5% being the size of 

headlines which gives us a combine total of 54,9% with increase number of visual 

aspects being 2,3 per article and this means that more than a half of a size of a 

typical article in Sport Magazine is devoted to the visual aspects and headlines of a 

news story. In both Sport Newspaper and Sport Magazine the space devoted to the 

visual aspects and headlines of a news story is significant. In Sport Newspaper being 

almost half of the news story and in Sport Magazine being slightly more than a half of 

a news story and the results from all the issues of Sport Newspaper and Sport 

Magazine that were analyzed are presented in Table 12. 

 

Table 12 7. 

July 

14. 

July 

21. 

July 

28. 

July 

4. 

August 

11. 

August 

18. 

August 

25. 

August 

Sport 

Newspaper 

 

Number of 

Visual 

Aspects 

1,5 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,3 1 1,4 1 

Text size 56,5% 60,7% 58,5% 51,4% 53,1% 56% 58,3% 60,9% 

Headline 

Size 

17,4% 15,7% 16,8% 17,5% 18,3% 17,7 17,3% 16,2% 

Size of 

Visual 

Aspects 

26,1% 23,6% 24,7% 31,1% 28,6% 26,3% 24,4% 22,9% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

35 33 34 35 33 33 27 41 
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Sport 

Magazine 

 

Number of 

Visual 

Aspects 

1,8 2,2 1,6 1,7 2,6 2,9 3,8 2,1 

Text Size 47% 34,6% 52,4% 44% 45,1% 42,8% 39% 42,6% 

Headline 

Size 

12,9% 11,7% 12,8% 9,7% 8,4% 7,9% 9,3% 18,9% 

Size of 

Visual 

Aspects 

40,1% 53,7% 34,8% 46,3% 46,5% 49,3% 51,7% 38,5% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

9 7 8 11 8 6 7 9 

 

3.6 Sport: Online Articles 

 

Table 13 (overall results) 

 Number of 

Photographs 

Name 

of the 

Author 

Gallery Video Number of 

articles 

Sport Online 12,1 30,2% 79,8% 37,3% 211 

 

Due to the specific nature of online articles, size of texts, headlines and visual 

aspects were not measured, because headlines are standardized and a same font 

and size is used for all of them and some articles are attached with a video or a 

gallery that can consist of 20 or more photographs therefore it would not make sense 

to measure the ratio between a text size and a size of visual aspects. Instead these 
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categories were replaced by the presence of the name of an author of an article, a 

presence of a gallery and the number of photographs in a gallery and the presence of 

a video. 

 In Table 13, we can see that the name of an author of an article was present 

only in 30,2% of 211 articles that were analyzed and the rest of the articles that being 

69,8% did not have the author’s name, instead a nickname or a source of the 

information was given in place where the name of the author should have been. A 

gallery was attached to 79,8% of the 211 articles with an average of 12,1 

photographs per gallery and a video was attached to only 37,3% of the analyzed 

articles. From the results in Table 13, we can see that almost 70% of the articles 

were without the author’s name and that online articles heavily rely on attached 

galleries and photographs, but not so much on the presence of a video and the 

results from all the online articles that were analyzed are presented in Table 14. 

 

Table 14 7. 

July 

14. 

July 

21. 

July 

28. 

July 

4. 

August 

11. 

August 

18. 

August 

25. 

August 

Sport Online  

Number of 

visual 

aspects 

12,2 15 8,8 12,6 10,3 13,7 14,5 9,3 

Name of the 

author 

20% 28,6% 42,3% 31,6% 34,4% 27,6% 25,8% 31,6% 

Gallery 66,7% 85,7% 76,9% 84,2% 75% 86,2% 90,3% 73,7 

Video 26,7% 14,3% 38,5% 42,1% 50% 48,3% 41,9% 36,8% 

Number of 

Articles 

15 21 26 19 32 29 31 38 
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Chapter 4 

 

Results (Sports Illustrated) 

 

4.1 Sports Illustrated: Ratio of Hard News and Soft News 

 

Table 15 (overall results) 

 Hard News Soft News Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sports Illustrated 59,3% 40,7% 100% 129 

Sports Illustrated 

Online 

61,4% 38,6% 100% 158 

 

From Table 15, we can see that the ratio of hard news and soft news from the printed 

version of Sports Illustrated is 59,3% hard news and 40,7% soft news out of 129 

articles. A similar ratio can be seen in the online version  of Sports Illustrated and that 

is 61,4% hard news and 38,6% soft news out of 158 articles and although the 

preference is still in favor of hard news, the percentage of soft news is quiet high. 

Both the printed version of Sports Illustrated and its online articles show similar ratio 

of hard and soft news which is still in favor of hard news, but the percentage of soft 

news shows that almost four out of ten articles are soft news and the rest of the 

results from all the articles that were analyzed from the printed version of Sports 

Illustrated and its online articles are presented in Table 16. 
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Table 16 3. 

July 

17. 

July 

24. 

July 

7. 

August 

28. 

August 

18. 

September 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Hard News 65,5% 68,2% 50% 52,4% 61,1% 59,1% 

Soft News 34,5% 31,8% 50% 47,6% 38,9% 40,9% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

29 22 22 21 17 23 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Online 

Hard News 62,5% 46,2% 58,3% 66% 81,3% 54,3% 

Soft News 37,5% 53,8% 41,7% 34% 18,7% 45,7% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

16 13 12 50 32 35 
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4.2 Sports Illustrated: Ratio of Home News and Foreign News 

 

Table 17 (overall results) 

 Home News Foreign News Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sports Illustrated 89,8% 10,2% 100% 129 

Sports Illustrated 

Online 

73% 27% 100% 158 

 

The preference of home news over foreign news is apparent from Table 17 which 

shows a high percentage of home news 89,8% in the printed version of Sports 

Illustrated and a slightly lower percentage of home news in the online articles with 

73%. Both the printed version of Sports Illustrated and its online articles show a clear 

preference of home news over foreign news and the rest of the results from all the 

articles that were analyzed from the printed version of Sports Illustrated and its online 

articles are presented in Table 18. 

 

Table 18 3. 

July 

17. 

July 

24. 

July 

7. 

August 

28. 

August 

18. 

Septe

mber 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Home News 86,2% 13,8% 90,9% 81% 83,3% 100% 

Foreign 

News 

90,9% 9,1% 9,1% 19% 16,7% 0% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

29 22 22 21 17 23 
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Sports 

Illustrated 

Online 

Home News 75% 92,3% 100% 100% 84,4% 97,1% 

Foreign 

News 

25% 7,7% 0% 0% 15,6% 2,9% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

16 13 12 50 32 35 

 

4.3 Sports Illustrated: Personalization 

 

Table 19 (overall results) 

 Focus on 

private life of a 

public person 

Focus on 

private and 

professional 

life of a public 

person 

No aspects of 

personalization 

Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sports 

Illustrated 

12,9% 39,4% 47,7% 100% 129 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Online 

23,6% 26,8% 49,6% 100% 158 

 

From Table 19, we can see that both the printed version of Sports Illustrated and the 

online articles have approximately half of their articles personalized. Sports Illustrated 

showed a high percentage of articles that presented sport public figures as private 

persons with 39,4% and combine with articles that were solely focused on private 

lives of sport figures being 12,9%, we get a total of 52,3% out of 129 articles that 

were personalized. The online articles showed a much more even ratio between 
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articles solely focused on private lives of sport figures with 23,6% and articles 

focused on both the private and professional lives of sport figures with 26,8%, we get 

a combine total of 50,4% of articles that were personalized. Both the printed version 

of Sports Illustrated and the online articles had more than half of their articles 

personalized and the rest of the results from all the articles that were analyzed from 

the printed version of Sports Illustrated and its online articles are presented in Table 

20. 

 

Table 20 3. 

July 

17. 

July 

24. 

July 

7. 

August 

28. 

August 

18. 

Septe

mber 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Focus on 

private life of 

a public 

person 

14,3% 9,5% 28,6% 25% 0% 0% 

Focus on 

private and 

professional 

life of a 

public person 

53,6% 33,3% 33,3% 25% 41,2% 50% 

No aspects 

of 

personalizati

on 

32,1% 57,2% 38,1% 50% 58,8% 50% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

29 22 22 21 17 23 
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Sports 

Illustrated 

Online 

Focus on 

private life of 

a public 

person 

25% 53,8% 16,7% 18% 5,2% 22,9% 

Focus on 

private and 

professional 

life of a 

public person 

25% 15,4% 33,3% 36% 31,3% 20% 

No aspects 

of 

personalizati

on 

50% 30,8% 50% 46% 62,5% 57,1% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

16 13 12 50 32 35 
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4.4 Sports Illustrated: Number of Visual Aspects, Text, Headline and Size of 

Visual Aspects 

 

Table 21 (overall results) 

 Number of 

Visual 

Aspects 

Text Size Headline 

Size 

Size of 

Visual 

Aspects 

Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sports 

Illustrated 

2,5 45,3% 9,6% 45,1 100% 129 

 

The Table 21 shows a high percentage of the size of visual aspects 45,1% with 2,5 

number of visual aspects per article and together with the size of headlines being 

9,6%, we get a combine total of 54,7% of the total space that was devoted to the 

visual side and headlines of the 129 articles that were analyzed. The printed version 

of Sports Illustrated showed that more than a half of the article space was devoted to 

the visual aspects and headlines and the rest of the results from all the articles that 

were analyzed from the printed version of Sports Illustrated are presented in Table 

22. 

 

Table 22 3. 

July 

17. 

July 

24. 

July 

7. 

August 

28. 

August 

18. 

Septe

mber 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Number of 

Visual 

Aspects 

2,6 2 2,4 2,3 2,5 2,9 

Text Size 46,9% 49,8% 39,7% 49,3% 44,2% 35,8% 

Headline 

Size 

9,4% 12,1% 9,9% 8,9% 9,8% 11,8% 
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Size of 

Visual 

Aspects 

43,7% 38,1% 50,4% 41,8% 46% 52,4% 

Overall 

Percentage 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Number of 

Articles 

29 22 22 21 17 23 

 

4.5 Sports Illustrated: Online Articles 

 

Table 23 (overall results) 

 Number of 

Photographs 

Name 

of the 

Author 

Gallery Video Number of 

articles 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Online 

4,1 89,2% 14,5% 87,9% 158 

 

The online articles that appeared on the Sports Illustrated website showed a high 

reliance on video material that was attached to the articles with 87,9% of the 

analyzed articles had an attached video and a rather low reliance on photographs 

and pictures as only 14,5% of articles had an attached gallery with the average of 4,1 

photographs per gallery. Almost all articles had the name of the author of that articles 

with 87,9% and the rest of the results from all the articles that were analyzed from the 

online version of Sports Illustrated are presented in Table 24.    
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Table 24 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Online 

3. 

July 

17. 

July 

24. 

July 

7. 

August 

28. 

August 

18. 

September 

Number of 

Visual 

Aspects 

4,3 4,3 5,5 1,9 6 2,9 

Name of the 

Author 

81,3% 84,6% 75% 100% 100% 94,3% 

Gallery 25% 23% 16,7% 4% 9,4% 8,6% 

Video 50% 100% 100% 98% 90,6% 88,6% 

Number of 

Articles 

16 13 12 50 32 35 
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Chapter 5 

 

Results (research questions) 

 

RQ No. 1: What is the ratio between hard and soft news? 

  

Table 25 (overall results from Sport and Sports Illustrated) 

 Hard News Soft News Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sport 

Newspaper 

72,7% 27,3% 100% 271 

Sport Magazine 57,6% 42,4% 100% 65 

Sport Online 63,3% 36,7% 100% 211 

Sports Illustrated 59,3% 40,7% 100% 129 

Sports Illustrated 

Online 

61,4% 38,6% 100% 158 

 

In all the analyzed articles from all the versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated, the 

ratio of hard news and soft news was never in favor of soft news, but only the printed 

version of Sport Newspaper showed little presence of soft news with only 27,3% 

which accounts for the category of VIP Sport that focuses on private lives of sport 

public figures and which can be assessed as a sign of tabloidization. However, it 

occupies only a small percentage of the overall space of the newspaper which is still 

mostly focused on hard news represented by results and analysis of sport matches, 

player ratings and interviews with players. The rest of the analyzed articles showed 

increased percentage of soft news as compared to Sport Newspaper. Sport 

Magazine and the printed version of Sports Illustrated showed just under 60% of hard 

news and 40% of soft news and similar results can be seen in the online versions of 

Sport and Sports Illustrated and this increased presence of soft news suggests 
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tabloidization, however, the preference of hard news over soft news remains for all 

the analyzed versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated. 

 

RQ No. 2: What is the ratio between home and foreign news? 

 

Table 26 (overall results from Sport and Sports Illustrated) 

 Home News Foreign News Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sport 

Newspaper 

70,3% 29,7% 100% 271 

Sport Magazine 69% 31% 100% 65 

Sport Online 73% 27% 100% 211 

Sports Illustrated 89,8% 10,2% 100% 129 

Sports illustrated 

Online 

73% 27% 100% 158 

 

The ratio between home news and foreign news is clearly in favor of home news 

across all the versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated. Both the printed version of 

Sport Newspaper and Sport Magazine showed around 70% preference for home 

news and both the online versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated showed 73% 

preference for home news and the printed version of Sports Illustrated showed even 

higher preference of home news with almost 90%. The preference of home news and 

the focus of all the analyzed versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated on happenings 

in their respective countries is apparent and therefore it can be assessed as a sign of 

tabloidization. 
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RQ No. 3: To what extent is the content of the news personalized 

 

Table 27 (overall results from Sport and Sports Illustrated) 

 Focus on private 

life of a public 

person 

Focus on private and 

professional life of a 

public person 

No aspects of 

personalization 

Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

articles 

Sport 

Newspaper 

7,3% 18,7% 74% 100% 271 

Sport Magazine 11,4% 38,8% 49,8% 100% 65 

Sport Online 18,4% 28,1% 53,5% 100% 211 

Sports 

Illustrated 

12,9% 39,4% 47,7 100% 129 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Online 

23,6% 26,8% 49,6% 100% 158 

 

Out of all the analyzed articles, only the printed version of Sport Newspaper showed 

little in the way of personalization with only 26% of the 271 articles that were 

personalized, however, all the other analyzed versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated 

showed that around 50% of their articles were personalized. Sport Magazine and the 

printed version of Sports Illustrated mostly mixed private and professional lives of 

sport public figures and presented sport figures as private persons with around 40% 

of their articles and slightly above 10% of their articles were solely focused on private 

lives of sport figures. Both the online versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated showed 

a much more even ratio of articles that solely focused on private lives of sport figures 

and that mixed private and professional lives of sport figures. The printed version of 

Sport Newspaper did not show significant percentages of personalization, but the 

increase in personalization which accounted for half of the articles in Sport Magazine 

and Sports Illustrated and its online articles can be assessed as sign of 

tabloidization. 
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RQ No. 4: How much space is devoted to the visual aspects (pictures, 

photography and headlines) of the overall space of the articles? 

 

Table 28 (overall results from Sport and Sports Illustrated) 

 Number 

of Visual 

Aspects 

Text 

Size 

Headline 

Size 

Size of 

Visual 

Aspects 

Overall 

Percentage 

Number of 

articles 

Sport 

Newspaper 

1,3 56,9% 17,1% 26% 100% 271 

Sport 

Magazine 

2,3 43,4% 11,5% 45,1% 100% 65 

Sports 

Illustrated 

2,5 45,3% 9,6% 45,1% 100% 129 

 

The printed version of Sports Illustrated and Sport Magazine showed that more than 

a half of the overall article space is devoted to the visual aspects including pictures, 

photographs and headlines. The printed version of Sport Newspaper showed just 

under half of the overall space with 43,1% of a typical Sport article is devoted to the 

visual aspects and headlines. Sport Newspaper also had the highest average of 

headlines with 17,1% whereas Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated had around 

10% and we can also see an increase in the total number of visual aspects from 

Sport Newspaper with 1,3 to more than 2 with Sports Illustrated and Sport Magazine. 

The space devoted to visual aspects in Sports Illustrated and Sport Magazine is 

more than half of the overall space, specifically 54,7% with Sports Illustrated and 

56,6% with Sport Magazine, and Sport Newspaper showed that just under half of the 

overall space is devoted to the visual aspects of a news article which can also be 

assessed as a sign of tabloidization. 
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Table 29 (overall results from Sport Online and Sports Illustrated Online) 

Comparison: Sport Online vs. Sports Illustrated Online 

 

 Number of 

Photographs 

Name 

of the 

Author 

Gallery Video Number of 

articles 

Sport Online 12,1 30,2% 79,8% 37,3% 211 

Sports 

Illustrated 

Online 

4,1 89,2% 14,5% 87,9% 158 

 

Once again, due to the specific nature of online articles these categories were not 

included in the research questions, but it is interesting to notice the difference 

between the online reporting of sport news in Sport and Sports Illustrated. The first 

difference is the lack of the name of an author of an article in the online version of 

Sport, only 30,2% of the analyzed articles had the author’s name as opposed to the 

89,2% of articles that appeared on Sports Illustrated website and the lack of the 

name of an author of an article could be assessed as a sign of tabloidization. The 

second difference is the reliance on photographs as 79,8% of the analyzed online 

articles in Sport had a gallery with an average of 12,1 photographs per gallery 

whereas Sports Illustrated website relied heavily on attached videos to their online 

articles with 87,9% and the significant presence of galleries and videos attached to 

online articles could also be assessed as a sign of tabloidization. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Methodology 
 

6.1 Quantitative Content Analysis of Title Pages 

 

An addition to the quantitative content analysis from the previous three chapters will 

be the analysis of title pages of all the three printed versions of Sport Newspaper, 

Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated. An important aspect of tabloidization and 

tabloid newspapers in general is the increase space that is devoted to the visual side 

of a news story and the quantitative content analysis that was presented in the 

previous three chapters included title pages as well as all the articles in the 

respective newspapers and magazines that were analyzed whereas in this chapter 

we will look at the specific phenomenon of title pages. 

 

6.2 Coding Unit 

 

The coding unit will consist of title pages which include headlines, pictures, 

photographs as well as advertisement that were collected over the two months period 

from July to August 2017. As a representing sample unit, the Friday edition of Sport 

was chosen consisting of both the newspaper and its magazine as it represents 

sports news reporting in the Czech Republic.  

The same coding unit was chosen for the Sports Illustrated that also covers 

the two months period of July and August with the addition of one more issue of 

Sports Illustrated from September 18 to make it a total of six issues, however, not all 

issues that were published during the two months period from July to August 2017 

were analyzed due to the fact that Sports Illustrated publishes issues that are 

focused on specific topics such as the college football preview that would not 

represent the variety of sport news and articles that the typical issue of Sports 

Illustrated covers.   
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6.3 Research Questions 

 

The research questions are the same as with the previous quantitative content 

analysis as the aim of this thesis remains the same and that is to look for signs of 

tabloidization that influence sport news reporting in the Czech Republic and in the 

USA. Once again, the research questions are based on the means of tabloidization 

from section 1.5 and they include the preference of home and soft news over hard 

and foreign news, increasing space of news stories that is devoted to the visual 

aspects including pictures, headlines and photographs and personalization of news 

stories where public figures are presented as private persons and the research 

questions are summarized in Table 30. 

 

Table 30: Research questions 

 

Research questions   

RQ no. 1 What is the ratio between hard and soft news? 

RQ no. 2 What is the ratio between home and foreign news? 

RQ no. 3 To what extent is the content of the news personalized? 

RQ no. 4 How much space is devoted to the visual aspects (pictures, 

photography and headlines) of the overall space of the 

articles? 

 

6.4 Coding Scheme 

 

The coding scheme is also the same as with the previous quantitative content 

analysis, only three news categories were added for the analysis of Sport Newspaper 

and they include “rest of headlines” meaning all the other headlines presented on the 

title page other than the main headline which is measured together with main news 

on the title page and together they fall under the category “main body” and a 
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category of advertisement was also created in order to capture all the aspects of title 

pages in Sport Newspaper. 

 

Coding book (title pages) 

 

Category Variable Specifications 

Year   

Month   

Day   

Issue   

Name of the 

newspaper/magazine 

  

Type of news 1 - Hard news as defined in section 

1.1.4 

 2 - Soft news as defined in section 

1.1.4 

 3 - Other news  

Location of  news 1 - Home news  

 2 - Foreign news  

 3 - Other news  

Text size Ratio of the size of the 

text in percentages 

size of text in 

comparison to the rest of 

the article  

Headline size Ratio of the size of the 

headline in percentages 

size of headline in 

comparison to the rest of 

the article 

Size of visual aspects Ratio of the size of 

visual aspects in 

percentages 

size of visual aspects in 

comparison to the rest of 

the article 

 No visual aspects  
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Number of visual aspects Number of pictures and 

photographs per article 

 

Personalization 1 - Focus on private life 

of a public person 

article is solely focused 

on the private life of a 

public figure 

 2 - Focus on private and 

professional life of a 

public person 

public figure is 

presented as a private 

person 

 3 – No aspects of 

personalization 

 

Title page layout Rest of headlines  

 Advertisement  

 Main body  
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Chapter 7 

 

Results (Title Pages) 
 

7.1 Introduction to Results (Title Pages) 

 

In this chapter, I will present the results of the quantitative content analysis of title 

pages. Each category that was assessed will be presented separately and the results 

from Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated will be analyzed and 

commented on in relation to the research questions presented in the previous 

chapter. There will be summary of the findings from the quantitative content analysis 

of title pages at the end of chapter 7.  

 

7.2 Ratio of Hard News and Soft News  

 

Table 31 (overall results) 

 Hard News Soft News Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

Title pages 

Sport 

Newspaper 

87,5% 12,5% 100% 8 

Sport Magazine 75% 25% 100% 8 

Sports Illustrated 83,3% 16,7% 100% 6 

 

The first research question related to the means of tabloidization was “What is the 

ratio between hard and soft news?” From the results presented in table 31, we can 

see that preference of hard news over soft remains in Sport Newspaper, Sport 

Magazine and Sports Illustrated. The title pages of Sport Newspaper and Sports 

Illustrated both consisted of over 80% hard news and similarly to the previous 

quantitative content analysis, we can see a slight increase of soft news in Sport 

Magazine of approximately 10%, however, the preference of hard news over soft 

news is clear across all three publications. The results from all the title pages from 
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Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated are presented in the 

following graphs.  

 

Graph 1 Sport Newspaper (Ratio of Hard News vs. Soft News) 

 

 

Graph 2 Sport Magazine (Ratio of Hard News vs. Soft News) 
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Graph 3 Sports Illustrated (Ratio of Hard News vs. Soft News) 

 

 

7.3 Ratio of Home News and Foreign News   

 

Table 32 (overall results) 

 Home News Foreign News Overall 

Percentages 

Number of 

Title pages 

Sport 

Newspaper 

100% 0% 100% 8 

Sport Magazine 100% 0% 100% 8 

Sports Illustrated 66,7% 33,3% 100% 6 

 

The second research question related to the means of tabloidization was “What is the 

ratio between home and foreign news?” The results from table 2 show clear 

preference of home news over foreign news in all three publications and therefore 

can be interpreted as a sign of tabloidization. The title pages of Sport Newspaper and 

Sport Magazine were solely focused on domestic sport figures and events, however, 

Sports Illustrated showed an increase of foreign news with 33,3% unlike the 

dominance of 100% home news of  Sport Newspaper and Sport Magazine. The 

results from all the title pages from Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports 

Illustrated are presented in the following graphs. 
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Graph 4 Sport Newspaper (Ratio of Home News vs. Foreign News) 

 

 

 

Graph 5 Sport Magazine (Ratio of Home News vs. Foreign News) 
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Graph 6 Sports Illustrated (Ratio of Home News vs. Foreign News) 

 

 

7.4 Personalization 

 

Table 33 (overall results) 

 Focus on private 

life of a public 

person 

Focus on private and 

professional life of a 

public person 

No aspects 

of 

personalizat

ion 

Overall 

Percentages 

Number 

of Title 

pages 

Sport 

Newspaper 

0% 0% 100% 100% 8 

Sport Magazine 0% 25% 75% 100% 8 

Sports 

Illustrated 

0% 0% 100% 100% 6 

 

The third research question related to the means of tabloidization was “To what 

extent is the content of the news personalized?” From table 33, it is apparent that the 

title pages of Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated were not 

personalized. The results show little to no personalization, 0% when it comes to 

focusing title pages on private lives of public sport figures across all three 

publications. Sport Magazine showed slight increase of mixture of professional and 

private lives on their title pages with 25%, but other than that, there are no signs of 

personalization on the title pages of Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports 
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Illustrated. The results from all the title pages from Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine 

and Sports Illustrated are presented in the following graphs. 

 

Graph 7 Sport Newspaper (Personalization) 

 

 

Graph 8 Sport Magazine (Personalization) 
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Graph 9 Sports Illustrated (Personalization) 

 

 

7.5 Number of Visual Aspects, Text, Headline and Size of Visual Aspects 

 

Table 34 (overall results) 

 Number 

of 

Pictures 

Text 

Size 

Headline 

Size 

Size of Visual 

Aspects 

Overall 

Percentage 

Number of 

Title pages 

Sport 

Newspaper 

1,25 16% 21,6% 62,4% 100% 8 

Sport 

Magazine 

2,1 1,9% 20,9% 77,2% 100% 8 

Sports 

Illustrated 

1,2 1,9% 35,2% 62,9% 100% 6 
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Table 35 – Page Layout (overall results) 

 Rest of 

headlines 

Advertisement Main 

Body 

Overall 

Percentage 

Number 

of Title 

pages 

Sport 

Newspaper 

35% 13,4% 51,6% 100% 8 

 

The fourth and final research question related to the means of tabloidization was 

“How much space is devoted to the visual aspects (pictures, photographs and 

headlines) of the overall space of the articles?” From the overall results from table 

35, it is clear that the title pages of Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports 

Illustrated are highly visualized and therefore can be interpreted as a sign of 

tabloidization. Sport Newspaper devoted 62,4% to visual aspects and 21,6% to 

headlines with 1,25 pictures per title page and only 16% was devoted to text which 

covers in average 51,6% of the overall space of one title page which I referred to as 

the main body of a title page. The rest of a title page in Sport Newspaper was 

devoted to advertisement with 13,4% of the total space and the rest of headlines 

covers 35% of the total space of a title page in Sport Newspaper. 

 Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated both devoted only 1,9% of the overall 

space of a title page to text and the rest to visual aspects. Sport Magazine devoted 

20,9% to headlines and 77,2% to pictures and photographs with 2,1 pictures per title 

page. Sports Illustrated devoted 35,2% to headlines and 62,9% to pictures and 

photographs with 1,2 pictures per title page. The results from all the title pages from 

Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated are presented in the 

following graphs. 
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Graph 10 Sport Newspaper (Text Size, Headlines, Visual Aspects) 

 

 

 

 

Graph 11 Sport Magazine (Text Size, Headlines, Visual Aspects) 
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Graph 12 Sports Illustrated (Text Size, Headlines, Visual Aspects) 

 

 

7.6 Summary 

 

The quantitative content analysis of title pages confirmed some of the results from 

the previous quantitative analysis, but also highlighted some of the means of 

tabloidization that the previous analyses did not, especially the visual aspects of title 

pages and topic choice connected with domestic news. 

 The first means of tabloidization that was measured was the preference of 

hard news over soft news which remained dominant in Sport Newspaper and Sports 

Illustrated with well over 80% of hard news and only a small increase in soft news of 

approximately 10% in Sport Magazine. The preference of hard news over soft news 

remained in all three publications and therefore showed no signs of tabloidization in 

this area. 

 On the other hand, the topic choice and its connection with a domestic or 

foreign location interpreted as a preference of home news over foreign news showed 

a clear focus on domestic sport figures and events. All the analyzed title pages of 

Sport Newspaper and Sport Magazine were focused on domestic affairs and Sports 

Illustrated showed that over 65% of the analyzed title pages were consisting of home 

news and therefore the preference of home news over foreign news in Sport 
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Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated can be interpreted as a sign of 

tabloidization. 

 In terms of personalization, the title pages of Sport Newspaper and Sports 

Illustrated showed no signs of personalization and Sport Magazine had only 25% of 

title pages that showed a mixture of professional and personal life. Unlike the 

previous quantitative analysis which showed that approximately a half of the articles 

in Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated were personalized, the quantitative analysis 

of title pages showed no signs of personalization. 

 Similarly as the preference of home news over foreign news, the quantitative 

content analysis of title pages highlighted the increasing amount of space that is 

devoted to visual aspects of news stories and confirmed the findings from the 

previous quantitative content analysis. The title pages of Sport Newspaper, Sport 

Magazine and Sports Illustrated were mostly consistent of pictures, photographs and 

headlines and therefore mostly to visual aspects and only little space was devoted to 

text. Specifically, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated dedicated less than 2% to 

text and 98% to visual aspects. Sport Newspaper had dedicated only 16% to text and 

86% to visual aspects. In terms of space that is dedicated to a title page, Sport 

Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated had highly visualized title pages 

and only little space was devoted to text which can be interpreted as a sign of 

tabloidization. 
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Chapter 8 
 

Methodology 
 

8.1 Qualitative Content Analysis 

 

The previous section of this thesis was devoted to two quantitative content analyses 

which were focused on specific means of tabloidization and which provided 

quantitative results that captured how tabloidization is influencing the reporting of 

sport news in the Czech Republic and in the USA. As was mentioned in section 2.1, 

quantitative content analysis requires a high standardization and specific categories 

have to be chosen for analysis which means that it cannot capture all the aspects of 

tabloidization, especially when it comes to the textual level. Therefore, the qualitative 

content analysis can provide means on how to capture these aspects of 

tabloidization as it does not require a high standardization nor specific categories and 

instead offers more freedom when it comes to the research questions and the 

analysis itself. This means that the low standardization of the qualitative content 

analysis may lead to relatively low reliability, but because the analysis is not limited 

by specific categories or high standardization, the results may provide a rather high 

validity (Disman 2002, 287). 

 Qualitative content analysis also does not work with statistics and it does not 

quantify the final results and instead it provides a more complex overview of the 

research topic. In this case, the qualitative content analysis should provide insight 

into how tabloidization is achieved through the use of language, that is on the textual 

level, and the results from the quantitative content analysis will serve as a bases for 

the qualitative content analysis and together, the quantitative and qualitative content 

analysis should provide a complex overview of how tabloidization is influencing sport 

news reporting in the Czech Republic and in the USA.  
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8.2 Coding Unit 

 

For the purposes of the qualitative content analysis, a much smaller coding unit was 

selected to capture and illustrate textual means of tabloidization. Whereas the 

quantitative content analysis dealt with large amounts of texts, specifically 834 

articles were analyzed, the qualitative content analysis will focus on a specific sport 

event – the tennis tournament Wimbledon in 2017 and the coverage of Wimbledon in 

two Friday issues of Sport Newspaper from July 7th and July 14th and one issue of 

Sports Illustrated from July 24th. The sample from Sport Newspaper will consist of 

eight articles total, four from July 7th and four from July 14th and the sample from 

Sports Illustrated will cover one large topic article that is typical for Sports Illustrated 

and that covers Wimbledon and an in-depth analysis of these articles will be carried 

out.   

 

8.3 Coding Scheme  

 

Unlike with the quantitative content analysis, the qualitative content analysis does not 

require the construction of specific categories that would be analyzed and instead 

offers a more flexible way of analysis. In this case, the analysis of language that is 

used. One of the most prominent aspects of language use that is connected with 

tabloid journalism is the use of colloquial speech, shocking and emotive statements 

and even vulgarisms that often find their way into headlines and articles and they can 

be seen as one most visible means of tabloidization on the textual level. 

 It is not just the use of colloquial speech or shocking and emotive statements, 

but a simpler use of language in general that is seen in the use of vocabulary and 

syntax. This point has been stressed in Shelley McLachlan and Peter Golding’s study 

on tabloidization in the British press: 

 

If the aim has been to simplify formants, possibly at the expense of necessary 

complexity, then we would expect in print media to find greater use of easily 
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understood illustration and simpler vocabulary, syntax, and presentation 

(McLachlan, Golding 2000, 76–77). 

  

Another important means of tabloidization has been seen in the way news is 

presented. Issues and events are often portrayed in a dramatized narrative form that 

focuses on emotions of participants, visual imagery and personally driven narratives 

that are supposed to be entertaining and dramatic which correspond to the news 

value of superlativness (presenting news in a dramatized narrative form). 

These means of tabloidization are connected to news values that were 

described in section 1.1.1 and as the quantitative content analysis showed, proximity 

(preference of home news over foreign news) was one the most dominant means of 

tabloidization across all the forms of Sport Newspaper and Sports Illustrated. The 

qualitative content analysis will focus on proximity and how much space is devoted to 

home sports and domestic sports figures and it will also analyze other news values 

which are connected with tabloidization, specifically negativity, superlativness and 

personalization. 

Personalization was also analyzed in the quantitative content analysis and all 

the forms of Sport and Sports Illustrated, except the printed version of Sport 

newspaper, showed that around 50% of news articles were personalized and the 

analysis also showed that these articles focused on both private and professional 

lives of sport public figures and it presented sport public figures as private persons.  

The qualitative content analysis will also focus on topic and how much 

attention is given to the actual sport events and the sport figures that participate in 

them and how much attention is spent on the personal aspects and personal stories 

that are connected with sports figures. 

As was mentioned, the qualitative content analysis works with rather low 

standardization and therefore it is not replicable like the quantitative content analysis 

and it relies more on the research’s interpretation of the collected data, therefore it is 

more subjective in nature.     
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Chapter 9 

 

Qualitative Content Analysis 

 

9.1 Wimbledon - Sport July 7th 2017 

 

There are two pages dedicated to Wimbledon in Sport Newspaper from July 7th 2017 

which comprise of four articles that are focused on Czech tennis players with two 

tables of results of international tennis matches from Wimbledon. The quantitative 

research showed a clear preference of home news over foreign news and the 

coverage of Wimbledon in Sport from July 7th is also exclusively focused on domestic 

tennis players even though Wimbledon is an international tennis tournament that 

takes place in London. 

 All four articles deal with rather negative happenings that are connected with 

Czech tennis and they emphasizes emotions and use expressive words, this is 

illustrated in the headlines of the four articles. The largest amount of text is dedicated 

to the elimination of Czech tennis player Karolína Plíšková which is described in the 

headline as: “Zkáza favoritek, už zbyl jen Berdych/Destruction of favorites, only 

Berdych remains” (Sport 2017, 10). The elimination of Karolína Plíšková is further 

described in the text as “zkrachovala/went bankrupt” (Sport 2017, 10) and the whole 

Wimbledon is described from the point of view of Czech players as “strašidelný 

grandslam/nightmarish grand slam” (Sport 2017, 10). The article mostly focuses on 

the negative emotions that are connected with the elimination of Karolína Plíšková 

that are further illustrated with a photograph of a close-up of  her holding her head in 

her hand with the description “prokletí/curse.”1  

The article is not only focused on her elimination, but also mentions her 

planned vacation in Monte Carlo which shows signs of personalization and a mixture 

of professional and personal life. The article is mostly focused on negative emotions, 

but it also briefly mentions the advancement of Tomáš Berdych to the next round of 

Wimbledon in the last two paragraphs of the article. 

                                                             
1 see annex no. 1 
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The next two articles focus on negative emotions as well and they present the 

news in a dramatic narrative. The first article deals with the elimination of another 

Czech tennis player Petra Kvitová and the headline relates her struggle on the court 

to a similar struggle that a heroin in a fairy tale has to undertake against her own 

demons: “V pohádce o Petře se bojuje i s démony/A fairy tale about Petra involves a 

fight against demons” (Sport 2017, 11). This fight against her own demons refers to 

an assault on Petra Kvitová from December 2016 in which her left hand was injured 

and the assault itself is explicitly mentioned and the whole article is built around her 

emotional state of feeling empty and drained coming back to tennis after the assault 

which also shows signs of personalization, negativity and focus on personal 

emotions. The beginning of the article also shows a dramatic narrative structure that 

describes her feeling of nausea on the court and it uses colloquial speech: 

 

Bylo jí zle od žaludku. Lékařka na kurtu měřila její tep, tlak, poslouchala plíce. 

Petra Kvitová sotva popadala dech. A když vypadla z Wimbledonu, prohlásila, 

že se potřebuje zhluboka nadechnout (Sport 2017, 11). 

 

She was sick to her stomach. A doctor on the court measured her heartbeat, 

blood pressure, listened to her lungs. Petra Kvitová was barely catching her 

breath. And when she was eliminated, she said she needed to take a deep 

breath (Sport 2017, 11). 

 

 The second article also focuses on negative emotions connected with an injury 

which is apparent from the headline: “Matteková v bolestech na kurtu volala o 

pomoc/Mattek in pain on the court calling for help” (Sport 2017, 11). The article itself 

is very short and it deals with an injury of Bethanie Mattek-Sands who is a tennis 

partner to a Czech tennis player Lucie Šafářová. The article also presents a dramatic 

narrative structure that is emphasized by a citation of the injured player screaming for 
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help as well as a photograph that shows Mattek-Sands laying on the ground being 

attended to by Šafářová and three other men:2  

 

Okamžitě se chytila za pravé koleno a začala křičet bolestí. “Pomozte mi, 

pomozte mi,” rozléhal se její křik po dvorci číslo 17 (Sport 2017, 11). 

 

She immediately grab her right knee and started screaming in pain. “Help me, 

help me,” her scream echoed across court number 17 (Sport 2017, 11). 

 

 The fourth article is an interview with Tomáš Berdych that deals with another 

negative event of a firing of his coach after French Open and his unfulfilled ambitions 

of winning a Grand Slam. 

 

9.2 Wimbledon - Sport July 14th 2017 

 

The coverage of Wimbledon in Sport from July 14th consists also of four articles that 

focus less on emotions that emphasize negative happenings and more on one 

specific sport event. The largest amount of space is dedicated to an interview with 

Tomáš Berdych about his upcoming match with Roger Federer and statistical 

comparison of these two players as well as results of international matches from 

Wimbledon. 

 The interview is accompanied with a short article written by Tomáš Berdych’s 

coach Martin Štěpánek which is presented as his observations on Tomáš Berdych 

and especially his emotional state before the match with Federer as well as the 

coach’s history with the family of Roger Federer which shows signs of 

personalization and mixture of personal and professional life, but they are not written 

by a journalist and the article is presented as an opinion of an expert. The purpose of 

this article is to present a subjective opinion of an insider rather than an objective 

view of the upcoming match. 

                                                             
2 see annex no. 2 
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 The third article also does not show any signs of tabloidization and it presents 

an overview of Roger Federer’s late years in his career and the article is connected 

with the overall topic of the match between Tomáš Berdych and Roger Federer and 

these three articles present a rather typical coverage of a sport match of this 

significance. The fourth article is not connected with the match between Berdych and 

Federer and it is a short article that presents one of the women’s finalists in 

Wimbledon. The headline of the article shows clear signs of personalization: 

“Těhotnou Serenu zastoupila Venus/Venus stands in for pregnant Serena” (Sport 

2017, 3). This theme of pregnancy is further developed in the first paragraph of the 

article which mentions Serena Williams’ pregnancy and it focuses on the Williams 

family as a whole as well as on the age of both Serena and Venus Williams who 

became the oldest women’s finalist in Wimbledon. 

 The eight articles presented in Sport on July 7th and 14th that covered 

Wimbledon showed that the coverage can differ significantly. The articles from July 

7th showed clear signs of personalization and they presented the negative 

happenings with focus on negative emotions that were often emphasized with 

photographs and expressive words. Two of the four articles presented news in a 

dramatic narrative structure with the use of colloquial style of language. On the other 

hand, the articles from July 14th presented a rather typical coverage of a match 

between Tomáš Berdych and Roger Federer consisting of an interview with Tomáš 

Berdych, expert’s opinion on the match, overview of Federer’s late career, statistical 

comparison of the two players and results of international matches from Wimbledon 

and one short article that showed signs of personalization.  

 

9.3 Wimbledon – Sports Illustrated July 24th 2017 

 

Because of the different nature of Sports Illustrated being a magazine, the coverage 

of Wimbledon is obviously different than that in Sport Newspaper. Where Sport 

presents several articles that are focused on Wimbledon and covers the tournament 

from a much broader perspective, Sports Illustrated dedicated one topic article in 

their issue from July 24th that consists of five pages and it focuses on the last winners 

of Wimbledon Roger Federer and Venus Williams. 
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 From the headline of the article, it is apparent that the news value of 

superlativeness plays a large role, not only in the headline, but in the whole article. 

The headline describes Roger Federer as an eighth wonder of the world and the use 

of superlatives to describe Federer continuous throughout the article. Roger 

Federer’s tennis skills are compared to art and music and he himself is described as:  

 

He is alternately a maestro, a virtuoso, an impresario, a pointillist, a stylist. To 

quote the sign of one fan attending a Federer practice session last week, 

QUIET GENIOUS AT WORK (Sports Illustrated 2017, 60). 

 

 The use of colloquial style of language is also present in the article with 

phrases such as: ”record setting romp at Wimbledon” or “what’s more amazing” 

(Sports Illustrated 58). The article also shows a dramatic narrative structure where 

the events of Wimbledon men’s final are described in great detail: 

 

It was late in the first set of Sunday’s Wimbledon men’s final when Roger 

Federer, who turns 36 next month, went all out. Dashing across what was left 

of the Centre Court grass, Federer caught up to the ball beyond the baseline, 

coiled his arm and flicked an angled backhand. His shot hummed past the 

opponent, Marin Cilic, before kissing the court near the sideline. It was still 

another he-did-not-just-do-that bit of shot making for the Federer compendium. 

The crowd went wild. As it always does (Sports Illustrated 2017, 59). 

 

This kind of narrative is present in the first two paragraphs and it sets the 

scene for a description that comprises of the superlatives that were mentioned 

earlier, however, it is not only Federer’s artistry with a tennis racket that is praised, 

but also his emotional state of calmness and composure on the court as well as his 

grit. 

Beside superlativeness and focus on emotions, the article also shows signs of 

personalization. In the second part of the article, Roger Federer’s skiing trips, his 
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family and the fact that he flies in private planes are described which show mixture of 

personal and private life and therefore personalization. 

The second part of the article focuses on the women’s winner of Wimbledon 

Venus Williams. The second article shows more signs of personalization and is much 

more focused on the personal life of Venus Williams. The first half of the article is 

dedicated to her life, first her age and her passion for tennis are mentioned and the 

fact that she is one year older that Roger Federer and then one paragraph is 

dedicated to the rivalry with her sister who won the previous Wimbledon and was 

pregnant at the time of Wimbledon 2017. The next three paragraphs focus on her 

personal struggles that she experienced throughout her career, specifically her 

involvement in two car accidents, the death of her half-sister who was killed in a 

shooting and her battle with Sjögren’s syndrome.3 

After the description of her age and her passion for tennis, rivalry with her 

sister and the struggles that she had to go through which are presented in a dramatic 

narrative structure similar to a heroin from a fairy tale that has to overcome different 

challenges and obstacles, Venus Williams is presented in the second part of the 

article as that heroin who overcame all the challenges and due to her grit and 

composure emerged as a winner: 

 

Venus collected herself. And she, well, gritted through both the interview and 

then the rest of the tournament. She won with power. She won with poise. She 

won blowouts. She won battles. She beat veterans. She beat free straight 

opponents born in 1997, the year of her first Wimbledon (Sports Illustrated 

2017, 62). 

 

The narrative continues throughout the rest of the article, similar to the one 

with Roger Federer, and Venus’s battle in Wimbledon’s final is described in detail 

together with the description of her opponent.  

 

                                                             
3 Sjögren’s syndrome – an autoimmune deceases which causes fatigue and muscle sourness 
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9.4 Summary 

 

The qualitative content analysis confirmed some of the results from the quantitative 

content analysis, especially the preference of home news over foreign news in Sport 

Newspaper and clear signs of personalization in Sports Illustrated and the mixture of 

personal and private life that was apparent in the topic article that focused on Roger 

Federer and Venus Williams. 

 The quantitative content analysis also showed a preference of hard news over 

soft news in Sport Newspaper and the qualitative content analysis confirmed that the 

coverage of Wimbledon differed significantly in the issue from July 7 th that largely 

dealt with negative events connected with Czech tennis players and that focused on 

negative emotions that were emphasized by photographs and the use of expressive 

words. However, the Sport Newspaper from July 14th showed almost no signs of 

tabloidization, except one short article that presented Wimbledon women finalist 

Venus Williams and that showed signs of personalization, but other than that 

presented a rather typical coverage of an upcoming match between Tomáš Berdych 

and Roger Federer consisting of an interview with Tomáš Berdych, statistical 

comparison of the two players, expert’s opinion, overview of Federer’s late career 

and results of international matches from Wimbledon. 

 What the qualitative content analysis managed to revealed in addition to the 

quantitative research was how language is used to achieve tabloidization on the 

textual level, specifically the use of expressive words and colloquial style of language 

that is often used in headlines and then throughout the text and the way the news is 

presented in a dramatic narrative structure. 

 The topic article from Sports Illustrated from July 24th showed clear signs of 

superlativeness that was achieved through the use of expressive words and the use 

of colloquial style of language in the headline and throughout the article as well as 

the use of dramatic narrative structures. 

 Sport newspaper showed similar dramatic narrative structure and the use of 

expressive words and colloquial style of language that was present in only two of the 
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analyzed articles which supported the results from the quantitative content analysis 

whish showed a preference of hard news over soft news.   
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Conclusion 

 

In the introduction to this thesis, I have presented a definition of tabloidization in its 

most simplistic form as a process of transformation of usually newspapers into a 

tabloid format. In chapter one, I have presented specific means of tabloidization 

which included the preference of home news and soft news over hard news and 

foreign news, a less amount of space of a news story dedicated to text and more to 

the visual aspects including headlines and photographs and personalization, 

specifically news stories that solely focus on private lives of sport public figures or 

that present sport public figures as private persons. 

 Based on these specific means of tabloidization, two quantitative content 

analysis were carried out with an aim to look for signs of tabloidization in sport news 

reporting in the Czech Republic based on the representative sample of the printed 

version of Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sport’s online articles and in the 

USA based on the representative sample of the printed version of Sports Illustrated 

and Sports Illustrated online articles that were collected over a two months period 

from July to August 2017. 

 In the first quantitative content analysis that was carried out, the first means of 

tabloidization that was analyzed was the preference of soft news over hard news. 

The printed version of Sport Newspaper showed a clear preference of hard news 

over soft news, but the rest of the analyzed articles from Sport Magazine, the printed 

version of Sports Illustrated and the online articles from Sport and Sports Illustrated 

website showed a significant increase in the percentages of soft news which were 

around 40% which could be assessed as a sign of tabloidization, however, in all the 

versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated, the preference of hard news over soft news 

remained.  

 The second means of tabloidization that was analyzed was the preference of 

home news over foreign news. This category showed clear preference of home news 

over foreign news across all the versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated with the 

focus on around 70% home news. 
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 The third means of tabloidization that was analyzed was personalization. Sport 

Newspaper showed little in the way of personalization with only 26% of articles that 

were personalized, but the rest of the articles showed a significant increase in 

personalization with around 50% of articles that appeared in Sport Magazine, the 

printed version of Sports Illustrated and the online articles from Sport and Sports 

Illustrated website were personalized. Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated mostly 

presented sport public figures as private persons in around 40% of their articles and 

the online articles had a more even spread of articles that were focused solely on 

private lives of sport public figures and that presented sport public figures as private 

persons. 

 The fourth means of tabloidization that was analyzed was the space that was 

devoted to the visual aspects of a news article. Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated 

showed that more than a half of the article space was devoted to the visual aspects 

and headlines and the printed version of Sport showed that just under half of the 

article’s space was devoted to the visual aspects and headlines. 

 Special categories were made for the online articles which included the 

presence of the name of an author of an article and a presence of a gallery or a video 

that was attached to an article. Sport online articles showed that most of the articles 

did not have the name of the author and that they relied heavily on the presence of 

photographs as almost 80% of the online articles had a gallery with 12,1 photographs 

per gallery whereas the online articles from Sports Illustrated heavily relied on the 

presence of an attached video with 87,9% of articles that had video. 

 The preference of home news over foreign news and the increased space that 

was devoted to the visual aspects of a news story showed themselves to be clear 

means of tabloidization which were consistent across all the versions of Sport and 

Sports Illustrated and personalization which was not significantly present only in the 

printed version of Sport Newspaper, but otherwise consistent in all the other versions 

of Sport and Sports Illustrated that were analyzed. The preference of hard news over 

soft news remained in all the versions of Sport and Sports Illustrated and was 

especially apparent in the printed version of Sport Newspaper, however, a significant 
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increase of soft news was recorded in all the other versions of Sport and Sports 

Illustrated that were analyzed with around 40% of soft news. 

 The second quantitative content analysis that focused on title pages of Sport 

Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated confirmed some of the results 

from the previous quantitative content analysis, but also managed to highlight some 

of the means of tabloidization, especially the focus on visual aspects. 

 The preference of hard news over soft news and personalization showed 

themselves not to be relevant to title pages of Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and 

Sports Illustrated. All three publications showed a clear preference of hard news over 

soft news and little to none in terms of personalization, however, the topic choice 

connected with domestic or foreign coverage of news showed that Sport Newspaper 

and Sport Magazine focused all the analyzed title pages on domestic sport figures 

and events and Sports Illustrated had over 65% of its title pages focused on home 

news. The preference of home news over foreign proved to be a clear means of 

tabloidization across all three publications. 

 The second quantitative content analysis confirmed and highlighted the 

previous findings from the first quantitative content analysis and the title pages of 

Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated also showed an increase 

amount of space that was devoted to visual aspects of a news story. Sport magazine 

and Sports Illustrated dedicated less than 2% of the total space dedicated to a single 

title page to text and 98% to visual aspects. Sport Newspaper dedicated only 16% to 

text and 86% to visual aspects. In terms of visualization, all three publications 

showed an increase space that was devoted to visual aspects over text and therefore 

can be interpreted as a sign of tabloidization.        

 In addition to two quantitative content analyses, a qualitative content analysis 

was also carried out and it was focused on how tabloidization is achieved through 

language use. The sampling unit was the same as for the quantitative content 

analysis, however, it consisted of eight articles from Sport Newspaper from July 7 th 

and July 24th and one large topic article from Sports Illustrated from July 24th. 

 The qualitative content analysis confirmed some of the results from the 

quantitative content analysis, especially the preference of home news over foreign 
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news in Sport Newspaper and personalization in Sports Illustrated as well the 

preference of hard news over soft news in Sport Newspaper which showed a 

significant difference between the two analyzed issues. Sport Newspaper from July 

7th showed a focus on rather negative events connected with Czech tennis players 

that were emphasized by the focus on negative emotions and the use of expressive 

words and photographs, however, the coverage of Wimbledon from Sport 

Newspaper from July 14th showed almost no signs of tabloidization, except one 

article that showed signs of personalization, and instead presented a rather typical 

coverage of a sport match between Tomáš Berdych and Roger Federer consisting of 

an interview with Tomáš Berdych, statistical comparison of the two players, expert’s 

opinion, overview of Federer’s late career and results from international matches 

from Wimbledon. 

 What the qualitative content analysis managed to reveal was how 

tabloidization is achieved through the use of language which was apparent in Sports 

Illustrated and the use of expressive words and colloquial style of language in 

headlines and texts and the way news was presented in dramatic narrative structures 

and similar findings were present in Sport Newspaper, but in more limited scope 

which supported the results from the quantitative content analysis which showed a 

preference of hard news over soft news in Sport Newspaper. 
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Resumé 

 

Bulvarizace byla v posledních letech studovaná extenzivně díky probíhající diskuzi 

na téma, do jaké míry se seriozní noviny odklánějí od faktického zpravodajství k více 

zábavným a dramatickým reportážím zpráv pod vlivem bulvarizace. Tato diplomová 

práce se soustředí na výzkum vlivu bulvarizace na sportovní zpravodajství v Česku a 

USA. Jako representativní vzorek zastupující sportovní zpravodajství v Česku byl 

vybrán Deník Sport a byly zkoumány tři verze Deníku Sport: tištěná verze novin, 

páteční Sport Magazín a online články z internetových stránek Deníku Sport. Jako 

representativní vzorek zastupující zpravodajství v USA byl vybrán magazín Sports 

Illustrated a to v jeho tištěné a online podobě. Dva typy výzkumu byly provedeny a to 

dvě kvantitativní obsahová analýzy, které byly zaměřeny na zpracování většího počtu 

článků a také kvalitativní obsahová analýza, která měla za úkol doplnit kvantitativní 

výzkum a zachytit textové příznaky bulvarizace. 

 Diplomová práce byla rozdělena na tři části, první část byla teoretická a 

v první kapitole byla nejprve popsána stručná historie bulvarizace v Česku a USA a 

poté byl definován samotný termín bulvár, specifické způsoby bulvarizace, 

infotainment, news values v textech a rozdíl mezi hard news a soft news. 

 Druhá kapitola představila metodologii kvantitativní obsahové analýzy.  

Nejdříve byly definovány silné a slabé stránky kvantitativní a kvalitativní analýzy a 

poté byla stanovena kódovací jednotka, výzkumné otázky a kódovací schéma, 

včetně kódovací knihy, která byla použita na samotný kvantitativní výzkum. 

 Druhá část této diplomové práce prezentovala samotné výsledky dvou 

kvantitativních výzkumů a první kvantitativní výzkum se skládal ze tří kapitol. Třetí 

kapitola představila výsledky tří analyzovaných verzí Deníku Sport a každá kategorie 

zkoumající specifický způsob bulvarizace byla představena a okomentována 

jednotlivě. Podle stejného vzorce byly ve čtvrté kapitole prezentovány výsledky dvou 

analyzovaných verzí magazínu Sports Illustrated a poslední kapitola druhé části této 

diplomové práce porovnala výsledky analyzovaných verzí Deníku Sport a magazínu 

Sports Illustrated vzhledem k výzkumným otázkám. 
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 Druhý kvantitativní výzkum byl představen v šesté kapitole a nejdříve byla 

definována metodologie výzkumu a poté v kapitole sedm byly představeny samotné 

výsledky kvantitativní analýzy titulních stran Deníku Sport, Magazínu Sport a 

magazínu Sports Illustrated.  

 Třetí část této diplomové práce prezentovala druhý typ výzkumu a to 

kvalitativní obsahovou analýzu, která se soustředila na užití jazyka v samotných 

textech. Osmá kapitola nejdříve představila samotnou kvalitativní obsahovou analýzu 

a poté definovala kódovací jednotku a kódovací schéma, které sloužili jako základ 

pro sledované prvky v kvalitativní obsahové analýze. Poslední devátá kapitola poté 

prezentovala samotnou kvalitativní analýzu na osmi článcích z Deníku Sport a 

jednom pětistránkovém tématu z magazínu Sports Illustrated, které byly zaměřeny 

na tenisový turnaj Wimbledon. Výsledky kvalitativní obsahové analýzy poté byly 

okomentovány v závěrečném shrnutí na konci deváté kapitoly.    
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Summary 

 

Over the last the last few decades, tabloidization has been studied extensively due to 

the ongoing discussion on to what extent has traditional media moved away from 

factual news reporting towards more entertaining and dramatic news stories. In this 

thesis, I have presented a research that has focused on specific means of 

tabloidization in sport news reporting in the Czech Republic which were analyzed on 

the representative sample of the printed version of Sport Newspaper, Sport 

Magazine and the online articles that appeared on Sport’s webpage. As the 

representative sample of sport news reporting in the USA, I have chosen Sports 

Illustrated that is the articles that appeared in the magazine and the online articles 

that appeared on Sports Illustrated website with the aim to look for signs of 

tabloidization in sport news reporting in the Czech Republic and in the USA.  

 The first part of this thesis consists of the theoretical background for the 

research on tabloidization. First, a brief history of tabloid journalism in the Czech 

Republic and in the USA was presented. Then terms such as “tabloid,” “infotainment” 

and “news values” were defined and the specific means of tabloidization were 

defined and the distinction between hard news and soft news was made. 

 The second chapter focused on the methodology and the research itself was 

presented. The strengths and weaknesses of the quantitative and qualitative content 

analysis were presented and then the coding unit, research questions and coding 

scheme were defined. 

 The second part of this thesis focused on the results from the two quantitative 

content analyses and the first research was divided into three chapters. Chapter 

three presented the results from the printed version of Sport Newspaper, Sport 

Magazine and the online articles from Sport’s webpage and each category that was 

assessed was presented and commented on separately. Chapter four was identical 

to chapter three with the exception that it presented the results from the printed 

version of Sports Illustrated and the online articles that appeared on Sports Illustrated 

webpage. Chapter five compared and commented on the results from all the versions 
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of Sport and Sports Illustrated that were analyzed in relation to the research 

questions. 

 The second quantitative content analyses focused on title pages and first, the 

methodology was presented in chapter six which was followed by the presentation of 

the results of the second research in chapter seven which included the analysis of 

title pages of Sport Newspaper, Sport Magazine and Sports Illustrated.  

The final part of this thesis described the qualitative content analysis and its 

strengths and weaknesses in chapter eight. Then the coding unit and coding scheme 

were defined and chapter nine presented the research of the qualitative content 

analyses with the summary of the results at the end.  
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Issues of Sport and Sport Illustrated that were analyzed 

 

Name of the 

Newspaper/magazine 

Date Issue Number of 

Articles 

Sport Newspaper 7. July 155 35 

 14. July 161 33 

 21. July 167 34 

 28. July 173 35 

 4. August 179 33 

 11. August 185 33 

 18. August  191 27 

 25. August 197 41 

Total   271 

 

Name of the 

Newspaper/magazine 

Date Issue Number of 

Articles 

Sport Magazine 7. July 27 9 

 14. July 28 7 

 21. July 29 8 

 28. July 30 11 

 4. August 31 8 

 11. August 32 6 

 18. August  33 7 
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 25. August 34 9 

Total   65 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of the 

Newspaper/magazine 

Date Number of 

Articles 

Sport Online 7. July 15 

 14. July 21 

 21. July 26 

 28. July 19 

 4. August 32 

 11. August 29 

 18. August  31 

 25. August 38 

Total  211 

 

Name of the 

Newspaper/magazine 

Date Number of 

Articles 

Sports Illustrated 3. July 29 

 17. July 22 

 24. July 22 

 7. August 21 

 28. August 17 

 18. 

September 

23 

Total  134 

Name of the Date Number of 
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Newspaper/magazine Articles 

Sports Illustrated 

Online 

3. July 16 

 17. July 13 

 24. July 12 

 7. August 50 

 28. August 32 

 18. 

September 

35 

Total  158 
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Annex 

Annex No. 1: Photograph of Karolína Plíšková in Sport July 7th 
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Annex No. 2: Photograph of Bethanie Mattek-Sands being attendant to by Lucie 

Šafářová and three other man in Sport July 7th  
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